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Holocaust survivor and Nazi hunter Simon
Wiesenthal wrote, “The new generation has to
hear what the older generation refuses to tell
it.” Wiesenthal, who died in September 2005,
devoted his life to documenting the crimes of the
Holocaust and to hunting down the perpetrators
still at large. “When history looks back,”
Wiesenthal explained, “I want people to know
the Nazis weren’t able to kill millions of people
and get away with it.” His work stands as a
reminder and a warning.
It is important for current and future
generations to learn from the past in order to
preserve the future.
In 1994, the Florida Legislature passed
the Holocaust Education Bill (SB 660). The
law requires all school districts to incorporate
lessons on the Holocaust as part of public school
instruction.
This 4ALLAHASSEE $EMOCRAT Newspaper in
Education supplement explores the history of
hate and genocide in the 20th century. This
publication focuses on the Holocaust, an event
that can be deemed the greatest tragedy of the
20th century. More than 38-million people died
in World War II; 11-million of those people died
as a direct result of Nazi genocidal policy.
Hate and intolerance are prevalent in every
society, including America, in small and great
ways. As you read through this NIE publication,
think about these two issues in your life. Is
tolerance a learned behavior? Is hate inherent
in human beings? What can you do to fight hate
and prejudice at school and at home? What can
be done to promote tolerance in society?
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Hope lies in the transformation that can
occur in learning. A Holocaust victim’s poetry
depicts the “last butterfly” he saw before his life
plunged into the darkness of a concentration
camp. Learning sheds light, and in that light can
come transformation and hope.
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Generals George Patton, Omar Bradley and
Dwight Eisenhower arrived in Ohrdruf Nord,
in Germany, on April 12, 1945. What they
saw shocked them: more than 3,200 naked,

emaciated bodies had been flung into shallow
graves.
Eisenhower insisted on seeing everything.
He witnessed sheds piled with bodies, various
torture devices and a butcher’s block used for
smashing gold fillings from the mouths of the
dead. According to the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Library Archives, “Eisenhower felt that it was
necessary for his troops to see for themselves,
and the world to know about the conditions at
Ohrdruf.” Eisenhower ordered all American
soldiers in the area to view the camp.
Buchenwald was the next stop for the
generals. Eisenhower described his visit to
Buchenwald as follows: “The visual evidence and
the verbal testimony of starvation, cruelty and
bestiality were so overpowering as to leave me
a bit sick. In one room where there were piled
up 20 or 30 naked men, killed by starvation,
George Patton would not even enter. He said
he would get sick if he did so. I made the visit
deliberately, in order to be in a position to give
first-hand evidence of these things if ever, in the
future, there develops a tendency to charge these
allegations merely to ‘propaganda.’”
The horrors of inhumanity Eisenhower and
the rest of the American, British and Russian
soldiers saw defines the Holocaust in the
chronicles of history. Six million Jews, along with
millions of others, were targeted by the Nazis
for destruction, including the Roma (Gypsies),
the handicapped, Poles, homosexuals, Jehovah’s
Witnesses, Soviet prisoners of war and political
dissidents. The horrific events that took place
under Adolf Hitler’s and Heinrich Himmler’s
direction shocked the world. The battle cry that
arose was “never again.” And yet, hate and
prejudice continue to rule our world in the 21st
century.
Crimes against humanity have continued
throughout the world under the leadership of
Josef Stalin, Idi Amin, Osama bin Laden, P. W.
Botha, Chiang Kai-Shek, Ngo Dinh Diem, JeanClaude “Baby Doc” Duvalier, Francisco Franco,
Pol Pot, Slobodan Milosevic, Mobutu Sese Seko,
Manuel Noriega and Augusto Pinochet.

%JEZPVLOPX
Not only was Adolf Hitler not the last perpetrator of attempting to
eradicate a group of people from society, but also he was not the first. Hatred
and genocide have been mainstays in the world since the beginning of time.
The Crusades were some of the bloodiest decades in history. Systematic
killings have taken place during the reigns of Caesar, Genghis Khan,
Mahmud of Ghazni and King Léopold II, just to name a few.

internment camps in the United States.
According to the History Channel Web site, “The relocation of JapaneseAmericans into internment camps during World War II was one of the most
flagrant violations of civil liberties in American history.” According to the
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Centuries before Europeans set foot on American soil, Native
Americans already lived here. When the Europeans arrived in
North America, there were probably 10-million Native Americans
populating the continent.
Historians suggest that the first Native Americans arrived in
North America during the last ice age – approximately 20,00030,000 years ago. The oldest documented Indian cultures in
North America are Sandia (15000 B.C.), Clovis (12000 B.C.) and
Folsom (8000 B.C.).
When Europeans began arriving in America in the 16th and
17th centuries, Native Americans, who appeared primitive to the
Europeans, greeted them. Conflicts arose when the Europeans
wanted to take ownership of property and animals that the
Native Americans deemed part of the spirit of nature. The
Europeans were used to owning land and animals, and so laid
claim to them.
The conflicts led to the Indian Wars and Indian Removal Act.
By 1837, Andrew Jackson’s administration had removed 46,000
Native-American people from their land east of the Mississippi
River. Millions of Native Americans lost their lives.
4PVSDF/BUJWF"NFSJDBOToXXXOBUJWFBNFSJDBOTDPN
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In the late 1800s, the United States supported an educational
experiment that the government hoped would change the
traditions and customs of Native Americans. According to the
5NITED 3TATES (OLOCAUST -EMORIAL
(SPVQQPSUSBJUPGDIJMETVSWJWPSTPG#VDIFOXBME
-USEUM COURTESY OF "ERNICE +RINSKY
Library of Congress, “Special boarding schools were created in
locations all over the United States with the purpose of ‘civilizing’
American Indian youth. Thousands of Native American children
were sent far from their homes to live in these schools and learn the ways
census of 1940, 127,000 persons of Japanese ancestry lived in the United
States, the majority on the West Coast.
of white culture. Many struggled with loneliness and fear away from their
tribal homes and familiar customs. Some lost their lives to the influenza,
After Japan bombed Pearl Harbor in December 1941, many Americans
tuberculosis and measles outbreaks that spread quickly through the schools.
panicked. Rumors spread, fueled by prejudice, that Japanese-Americans
Others thrived despite the hardships, formed lifelong friendships and
were going to sabotage the war effort. Public pressure contributed to the
preserved their Indian identities.”
Roosevelt administration’s decision to isolate people of Japanese ancestry.
%FUFOUJPODBNQTJO"NFSJDB
Ten internment camps were established in California, Idaho, Utah,
Could select groups of people be confined to ghettos in the United States
Arizona, Wyoming, Colorado and Arkansas. Many Japanese-Americans were
of America? The answer is yes.
forced to sell their property before being relocated to these camps. The last
camp was closed in March 1946.
On Feb.19, 1942, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt signed Executive
Order 9066, which forced 120,000 persons of Japanese ancestry into 10
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!VOIDING DISEASE AND ILLNESS
.BOZ/BUJWF"NFSJDBOTBOE
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BTUIFSFTVMUPGEJTFBTFT TVDI
BTTNBMMQPYBOEUZQIVT8IFO
&VSPQFBOTDBNFUP"NFSJDB 
UIFZTQSFBETNBMMQPYBNPOHUIF
/BUJWF"NFSJDBOTWJBQFSTPOBM
DPOUBDUBOECMBOLFUT*O/B[J

EFBUIDBNQT UZQIVTTQSFBE
UISPVHIMJDFBOEDPOUBNJOBUFE
ESJOLJOHXBUFS5SBOTNJTTJPO
PGBOZEJTFBTFJODSFBTFTVOEFS
DPOEJUJPOTPGDSPXEFEMJWJOH
BSSBOHFNFOUT GBNJOFPSXBS PS
VOEFSBOZDJSDVNTUBODFTUIBU
MFBETUPIFBWZJOGFTUBUJPOPGMJDF

0ODFBEJTFBTFXBTQSFTFOUJOUIF
DMPTFRVBSUFSTPGUIFEFBUIDBNQT
BOEHIFUUPT JUXBTJNQPTTJCMFUP
TUPQUIFTQSFBEPGUIBUEJTFBTF
-PPLGPSBSUJDMFTJOUIF/>> >ÃÃiiÊ
iVÀ>ÌGPDVTJOHPOQSFWFOUJWF
IFBMUIDBSFBOETUPQQJOHUIF
TQSFBEPGEJTFBTFT8JUIBQBSUOFS 
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Adolf Hitler was born in Austria.
Hitler moved to Germany. World War I began. Hitler
served in the Bavarian army, and was gassed and
wounded. He received the Iron Cross for bravery. The
war, which ended on Nov. 11, 1918, embittered him,
and he blamed Germany’s defeat on the Jews and
Marxists.





The German generals surrendered in November, and
the Kaiser fled Germany. Hitler joined the German
Workers’ Party.





The German Workers’ Party changed its name to
National Socialist German Workers’ Party (the Nazi
Party).





Hitler became Chairman of the Nazi Party.





In March, the Nazis established the 3CHUTZSTAFFEL (SS;
“protection squad”), an elite bodyguard for Hitler.





Hitler’s autobiography, -EIN +AMPF (my struggle),
was published.





The crash of the New York Stock Exchange in
America had a major impact on the German economy.





Hitler was appointed Chancellor of Germany. The
Reichstag, Germany’s Parliament, gave Hitler
dictatorial powers. In April, the government ordered
a one-day boycott of Jewish shops and professionals.
The Nazis ordered the burning of books that had an
“un-German spirit.” The Nazi Party was established
as the only legal political party in Germany.





Hundreds of actual and presumed opponents of the
Nazi Party were rounded up and executed in an
action that has since become known as “The Night
of the Long Knives.” President von Hindenburg died.
Hitler named himself &UEHRER, meaning “leader.”





Heinrich Himmler was appointed chief of the German
police.





Mandatory “aryanization” measures compelled Jews
to give up their property.





The German Army marched into Vienna, Austria,
and Germany annexed Austria. Thirty-two nations
attended the international Evian Conference, and
most of these nations were unwilling to liberalize
their immigration laws to allow more Jews to enter
their countries.





Germany invaded Poland. The Nazi-Soviet NonAggression Pact was signed. World War II began.
Great Britain and France declared war on Germany.





Germany invaded Denmark, Norway, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and France.





The Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact was broken.
Japan attacked Pearl Harbor, and the United States
entered World War II.





The Wannsee Conference took place to coordinate the
Final Solution to the “Jewish problem.”





Majdanek was liberated by the Soviet army. Himmler
ordered the gas chambers at Auschwitz destroyed.





Auschwitz-Birkenau was liberated. Hitler and his
long-time mistress, Eva Braun, committed suicide
one day after marrying. Germany surrendered
unconditionally.
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Until recently, the story of the children of the Holocaust was rarely told.
According to the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), “Every Jewish child was marked
for destruction simply because he or she was Jewish. The Nazis murdered Jewish
children because they [the Nazis] wanted to create a biologically pure ‘Aryan’ (nonJewish Caucasian) society. Although the Nazi plan for the murder of all Jews was
introduced in each occupied country at different times, the steps in this ruthless
scheme were essentially the same. The mass annihilation was always preceded by a
carefully coordinated sequence: violation of human rights, expropriation of property,
removal from employment and ejection to designated areas, usually sealed ghettos or
transitory camps. Everywhere, throughout this tragic period, Jewish children were
confronted by overpowering, destructive forces.”

64).. DPVSUFTZPG3JDIBSE'SFJNBSL
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Lili Silberman was 4 years old when she was separated from her parents.
She and her 5½-year-old brother were placed in a convent in Bruges, Belgium.
Silberman wrote, “The convent had two separate facilities, one for boys
and one for girls. I was immediately separated from my brother. The nuns
were strict disciplinarians. But as terrified as I was of the nuns, I was equally
afraid of the older children. When unsupervised, some of them would abuse the
younger ones. As one of the youngest and smallest, I lived in constant terror.
There was no place to hide, and I did whatever I could not to bring attention to
myself.
“What little food we had often had worms, and the bread was always rancid
and moldy. We lacked clothing, heat and medical attention. I don’t remember
ever bathing. I never saw a toothbrush, a handkerchief or toilet paper. When I
did not see newspaper scraps, I used my clothing. I was awakened at night by
lice crawling inside my ear, and I had a chronic bloody infection on my scalp.”
4PVSDF iÞ`Ê-iVÀiÌÊ/i>ÀÃCZ-JMJ4JMCFSNBO "OUJ%FGBNBUJPO-FBHVF
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Krystyna Chiger was 7 years old when her family went into hiding in the
sewers of Lvov, Poland. Chiger wrote, “It was very wet and dark. I was very
scared and I was shaking, but I tried to be calm. There were stones with yellow
worms crawling all over. We put all our things over the stones and sat on top
of them. It was awful there. I saw large, red rats, which ran by us just like
chickens. At first I was very afraid, but later I got used to it. There were 20
other people with us. Every day, from the first day, the Polish sewer workers
brought us food: black bread and margarine. They were very nice to us.
“I heard how cars drove above us. I heard people’s voices and children

64).. DPVSUFTZPG,SJTUJOF,FSFO
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playing and laughing. I thought how happy I would be if I could play like them.
I got very sick with measles.
“We lived like this for 14 months. Our sewer workers helped us all the time.”
4PVSDF"OUJ%FGBNBUJPO-FBHVF,SZTUZOBTDPNQMFUFTUPSZDBOCFSFBEJO3PCFSU.BSTIBMMT
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According to ! 4EACHERS 'UIDE FOR 4EACHING THE (OLOCAUST “During the
Holocaust, children were subjected to many injustices and cruelties. At first,
Jewish and Gypsy children were restricted from going to school, and German
children were taught that the Jews and Gypsies were racially inferior. One of
the methods used to teach Gentile children about this inferiority was to have
Jewish children come to the front of the classroom while the teacher pointed
out their distinguishing features. Shortly, restrictions were placed on the Jews
and later they were forbidden to go to German schools at all.”
Jewish children were forced to live in ghettos with their families. The
conditions in these ghettos were horrible. Children often risked their lives to
sneak food into the ghetto to help feed their families. Many children were left
homeless as their parents were killed or deported to concentration camps.
Many children – Jewish, Gypsy and Polish – were deported to concentration
camps. The children were subjected to medical experiments and slave labor.
Josef Mengele conducted some of the most notorious examples of medical
experiments. He chose to focus on children and adult twins and those with
unusual features or handicaps.
4PVSDFÊ/i>V iÀ½ÃÊÕ`iÊvÀÊ/i>V }ÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌ]QSPEVDFECZUIF'MPSJEB$FOUFSGPS
*OTUSVDUJPOBM5FDIOPMPHZ $PMMFHFPG&EVDBUJPO 6OJWFSTJUZPG4PVUI'MPSJEB
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0RESERVING CITIZENS RIGHTS
)JUMFSTBDUJPOTBGUFS8PSME8BS*XFSFBDMFBS
WJPMBUJPOPGUIFSJHIUTPG(FSNBODJUJ[FOT
4FBSDIUIF/>> >ÃÃiiÊ iVÀ>ÌGPSDVSSFOU
FYBNQMFTPGBOFMFDUFEHPWFSONFOUWJPMBUJOH
UIFSJHIUTPGJUTDJUJ[FOT3FBEUIFBSUJDMF

5IJOLBCPVUUIFSJHIUTUIBUBSFCFJOHWJPMBUFE
&YQMBJOJOBGVMMZEFWFMPQFEQBSBHSBQIUIF
NBJOJEFBTJOUIFBSUJDMFBOEXIBUSJHIUT
BSFCFJOHWJPMBUFE5IJOLBCPVUIPXZPV
XPVMEGFFMJGUIFHPWFSONFOUUPPLBXBZZPVS

SJHIUTBOEQSPQFSUZ BOEGPSDFEZPVUPMJWF
JOBHIFUUP8SJUFBKPVSOBMFOUSZGSPNUIF
QFSTQFDUJWFPGTPNFPOFFYQFSJFODJOHUIJT
UZQFPGHPWFSONFOUSVMF
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In 1942, Pavel Friedmann, a 21-year-old Czechoslovakian, was deported
from his home in Prague to Terezin, a ghetto used as a transit camp. He wrote
the poem 4HE "UTTERFLY while in Terezin. Friedmann died in the Auschwitz
concentration camp on Sept. 9, 1944.
Approximately 15,000 children under the age of 15 passed through the
gates of Terezin. Only 100 survived. The children were isolated, kept in the
dark, starved and humiliated. They watched their mothers and fathers die.
The Holocaust represents a dark time in the 20th century, and yet through
that darkness shines hope; hope in the form of a butterfly.

According to the BBC, the Nazi laws implemented in the 1930s had a
severe impact on the lives of children:
n In 1938, Jewish children were expelled from German schools.
n Jewish children were banned from many public spaces and everyday
activities, such as going to the park or going swimming.
n From the mid-1930s, some Gypsy children were sterilized, without
permission, and were later rounded up and imprisoned.
n The first group of children to be targeted was disabled children. These
children were taken away from their parents with the excuse they would
receive the latest medical attention. In fact, they were part of a top-secret
euthanasia program.

“There is a poignant metaphor here, between the ephemeral life of a
‘richly, brightly, dazzlingly yellow’ butterfly, which
offers a promise of a life but itself gives up its
own beauty and form, and the life of a young
child, full of promise, youthful dreams and hope,
but sadly is denied its fulfillment of life,” wrote
Florida Holocaust supporters Helen Fagin and Lois
BY 0AVEL &RIEDMANN
Pardoll.

5IF#VUUFSGMZ

“Nevertheless, the butterfly is also a symbol
that carries an optimistic message for our world.
Although its beauty and life are so elusive, its
promise for a chance of another life form provides
encouragement for each new generation. And so it
is with the human species-- each new generation
learns a constructive moral lesson from the
experiences of those who came before them, and
carries on the responsibility and the commitment
to make this a better world for the children of their
world, offering a renewal of life and a promise of
new hope for our humanity.”

$IJMESFOBOEUIF)PMPDBVTU
In 1939, approximately 9-million Jews lived
in territories that Nazi Germany and its allies
eventually would occupy. By May 1945,
“6-million European Jews were dead, targeted
victims of genocide. More than 1-million of them
were children,” according to the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM).
“The Nazis, obsessed with the notion of creating
a ‘biologically pure, Aryan’ society, deliberately
targeted Jewish children for destruction, in order
to prevent the growth of a new generation of Jews
in Europe,” according to the British Broadcasting
Company (BBC). “Children defined by the Nazis
as a ‘threat’ to German society, irrespective of their
different backgrounds, languages, religions and
customs, became potential victims of Nazism.”



*UNE   4EREZIN
He was the last.
Truly the last.
Such yellowness was bitter and blinding
Like the sun’s tear shattered on stone.
That was his true color.
And how easily he climbed, and how high.
Certainly, climbing, he wanted
To kiss the last of my world.
I have been here for seven weeks,
‘Ghettoized’.
Who loved me have found me,
Daisies call to me,
And to the branches also of the white
chestnut in the yard.
But I haven’t seen a butterfly here.
The last one was the last one.
There are no butterflies, here, in the
ghetto.

In the 1940s, Jewish men, women and
children were dragged from their homes and
forced to live in ghettos established by the
Germans. Many people died of starvation or
disease. According to the BBC, “Two years
later, in the Soviet Union, the invading
German army was followed by %INSATZGRUPPEN
(‘operations groups’), who went from town to
town rounding up Jews and shooting them.”
In December 1941, Adolf Hitler enacted
the Final Solution. The process of emptying
ghettos began in 1942. Jews were moved to
concentration and extermination camps. “Many
children died on the trains or on arrival in the
gas chambers,” according to the BBC. “Two
camps – Auschwitz and Majdanek – operated
a selection policy where the fittest were chosen
for slave labor. While babies, small children
and their mothers were sent straight to the
gas chambers, teenagers had a better chance of
surviving selection, particularly if they claimed
to have a skill.” According to the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, “Children also
were shot by SS and police forces in Poland and
the Soviet Union.”
“Long-term survival was rare, and most
of those selected to work died eventually of
exhaustion and disease,” according to the BBC.
“The conditions were so extreme that even the
fittest people rarely survived more than a few
months in the camps.”
In addition, Gypsy families were captured,
shot or sent to concentration and extermination
camps across Europe. “In 1943, a Gypsy
compound was established at Auschwitz, where
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more than 20,000 adults and children were confined,” according to the BBC.
Many died from lack of food and medical attention. In 1944, the elderly, the
unfit and the younger children were gassed; fit men and women were sent to
work camps. Some children spent years hiding from the Nazi authorities by
living in barns, attics and cellars.

$IJMESFOJOIJEJOH
Some Jewish children were forced to hide with their families in concealed
closets, attics, basements, holes or even sewers. “Living under these
conditions prevented children from experiencing their childhood because they
had to stay quiet and still continuously for weeks or months. Some of these
families received small amounts of food from people who knew where they
were hiding,” according to ! 4EACHERS 'UIDE FOR 4EACHING THE (OLOCAUST

5IJTMJUUMFHJSMJTPOFPGUIFOFXMZBSSJWFESFGVHFF
DIJMESFOPGUIFTFDPOE,JOEFSUSBOTQPSU

to give aid to the Jewish children, only the United Kingdom agreed to help.
One of the conditions of the children’s transport to the U.K. was that the
Nazis be paid 50 pounds sterling (approximately $250) per child. This fee was
paid primarily by the residents of the U.K. rather than by the government.
In addition, the children had to be between the ages of 3 and 17 and they had
to leave Germany alone, without their parents. Ten thousand children were
transported to the U.K. on trains via Holland. Only about 20 percent of these
children were reunited with their families.”

“As a result of hiding, many children suffered from identity crises both
during and after the war. When they were allowed to follow the Jewish faith
again, many found it difficult to find their place either in the Christian or the
Jewish religions.”
4PVSDFÊ/i>V iÀ½ÃÊÕ`iÊvÀÊ/i>V }ÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌ]QSPEVDFECZUIF'MPSJEB$FOUFSGPS
*OTUSVDUJPOBM5FDIOPMPHZ $PMMFHFPG&EVDBUJPO 6OJWFSTJUZPG4PVUI'MPSJEB

$IJMESFOJOUSBOTJU
“+INDERTRANSPORT (‘children’s transport’) was the informal name of a rescue
effort that brought thousands of refugee Jewish children to Great Britain
from Nazi Germany and German-occupied territories between 1938 and
1940,” according to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
Following +RISTALLNACHT (“Night of the Broken Glass”), on Nov. 9, 1938,
groups of children were transported via the Kindertransport. According to !
4EACHERS 'UIDE FOR 4EACHING THE (OLOCAUST “Although all countries were asked
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$EBUNKING THE IDEA OF A MASTER RACE
"DDPSEJOHUPUIF#SJUJTI#SPBEDBTUJOH
$PNQBOZ i5IF/B[JT PCTFTTFEXJUIUIF
OPUJPOPGDSFBUJOHBACJPMPHJDBMMZQVSF 
"SZBOTPDJFUZ EFMJCFSBUFMZUBSHFUFE+FXJTI
DIJMESFOGPSEFTUSVDUJPO JOPSEFSUPQSFWFOU
UIFHSPXUIPGBOFXHFOFSBUJPOPG+FXTJO
&VSPQFw5IF)PMPDBVTUIBQQFOFECFDBVTF
)JUMFSBOEUIF/B[JTXFSFSBDJTU5IFZ

CFMJFWFEUIF(FSNBOQFPQMFXFSFBiNBTUFS
SBDFwXIPXFSFTVQFSJPSUPPUIFST3BDJTN 
TUFSFPUZQFT EJTDSJNJOBUJPOBOEQSFKVEJDFHP
IBOEJOIBOEBOEBSFQSFWBMFOUJOQSFTFOU
TPDJFUZ-PPLUISPVHIUIFSFHJPOBM OBUJPOBM
BOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMTFDUJPOTPGUIF/>> >ÃÃiiÊ
iVÀ>Ì'JOEBSUJDMFTEFQJDUJOHTUFSFPUZQFT 
EJTDSJNJOBUJPOPSQSFKVEJDF$IPPTFPOF

PGUIFTFBSUJDMFTBOETVNNBSJ[FJUJOZPVS
OPUFCPPL"MTP JODMVEFZPVSSFBDUJPOBOE
PQJOJPOPGUIFTUPSZBOEXIBUZPVDPVMEEP
UPQSFWFOUUIFTJUVBUJPOJOUIFTUPSZ4IBSF
UIFBSUJDMFBOEZPVSWJFXTXJUIZPVSDMBTT
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*OTUSVNFOUTPG
UFSSPSBOETIBNF
5IF/B[JNBDIJOF
“Approximately 11-million people were killed because of Nazi genocidal
policy. It was the explicit aim of Hitler’s regime to create a European world
both dominated and populated by the ‘Aryan’ race,” according to ! 4EACHERS
'UIDE TO THE (OLOCAUST “The Nazi machinery was dedicated to eradicating
millions of people it deemed undesirable.” Nazis made their decisions to
eliminate groups of people based on genetic and cultural origins, religion,
politics, health conditions or other characteristics. These groups included Jews,
Gypsies, Poles and other Slavs, people with physical or mental disabilities,
Jehovah’s Witnesses, homosexuals, the dissenting clergy, Communists,
Socialists and asocials.

#BEHFTPGTIBNF
On Sept. 1, 1941, German police began requiring all Jews over 6 years of
age to wear yellow patches in the shape of a Star of David. The penalty for
not wearing a badge was death. In addition, Hitler and the Nazis made the
prisoners in concentration camps wear colored triangles to denote their group.
Below is a list of what the colored triangular badges or patches signified:
Yellow

Jew

Brown

Gypsy (Roma)

Violet

Jehovah’s Witness

Pink

Homosexual

Green

Habitual criminal

Red

Political prisoner

Black

Asocial

Blue

Immigrant

5IFNBTUFSSBDF
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3FEUSJBOHVMBSCBEHF
XPSOCZ1PMJTI
QPMJUJDBMQSJTPOFS 
+BEXJHB%[JEP JO
UIF3BWFOTCSVFL
DPODFOUSBUJPODBNQ

The Law for the Prevention of Progeny with Hereditary Diseases was
instituted on July 14, 1933. This law required sterilization of all people with
hereditary diseases or afflictions such as mental illness, learning disabilities,
physical deformity, epilepsy, blindness, deafness and severe alcoholism. With
the law’s passage, the Third Reich intensified its propaganda against the
disabled, publicly labeling them “life unworthy of life” or “useless eaters,”
according to the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM). Approximately
275,000 disabled people were murdered by the Nazi regime.

“One phase of
Lebensborn involved the
kidnapping of children
from other countries
who fit the racially pure
profile and transforming
them into Nazis. Many of
the kidnapped children
64).. DPVSUFTZPG,;(FEFOLTUBFUUF%BDIBV
did not survive this
$IBSUPGQSJTPOFSNBSLJOHTVTFEJO(FSNBO
ordeal because after
DPODFOUSBUJPODBNQT
medical examinations
they were determined
to be insufficiently pure. As a result, these children were exterminated. It is
believed that only 10 percent of the kidnapped children were reunited with
their families following the war.”

.PTBJDPGWJDUJNT
German political opponents of the Nazis became some of the regime’s first
victims of discrimination, including Communists, Socialists, Social Democrats
and trade unionists. In 1933, the Nazis established the first concentration
camp, Dachau, as a detention center for political prisoners. The Nazis also
persecuted authors and artists whose works they considered subversive or who
were Jewish.
Another target of the Nazis were Gypsies, also known as “Roma.” They
were deported to concentration camps, including Auschwitz-Birkenau in
Poland, where nearly all died; some were killed in mobile gas vans.
The Nazis viewed Poles and other Slavs as inferior, and slated them
for suppression, forced labor and eventual death. High-level Soviet and
Communist Party officials were slated for murder. According to the USHMM,
“Soviet prisoners of war received especially brutal treatment; over 3-million
died during Einsatzgruppen (mobile killing unit) operations and incarceration
in prisoner-of-war camps or concentration camps.”
The Nazis imprisoned Christian church leaders who opposed Nazism,
as well as Jehovah’s Witnesses who refused to salute and swear allegiance

-FCFOTCPSO



Heinrich Himmler began a program called ,EBENSBORN, meaning “spring of
life,” for the purpose of keeping the German race pure. According to ! 4EACHERS
'UIDE FOR 4EACHING THE (OLOCAUST, “This program encouraged German women
who fit the Aryan profile to have children with SS officers. The children were
born in homes maintained specifically for this purpose. Initially, these homes
were designed for the mothers to have their children, but they later developed
into places for prospective mothers to meet SS officers who were to become
fathers.
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to Adolf Hitler. “Through
the euthanasia program, the
Nazis murdered individuals
deemed mentally or physically
‘handicapped.’ The Nazis also
persecuted male homosexuals,
whose ‘impure’ behavior was
considered a hindrance to the
preservation of the German
nation,” according to the USHMM.

5IFHIFUUPT
There were four main ghettos
formed in Poland. These were
Warsaw, Lvov, Krakow and Lodz.
According to ! 4EACHERS 'UIDE TO
THE (OLOCAUST “In total, the Nazis
established 356 ghettos in Poland,
the Soviet Union, the Baltic
64).. DPVSUFTZPG3PNBOB4DISFJFS.BSJO
States, Czechoslovakia, Romania
and Hungary between 1939 and
"+FXJTINPUIFSBOEEBVHIUFSJOUIF-WPW
HIFUUP
1945. Larger cities had closed
ghettos, with brick or stone walls,
wooden fences and barbed wire defining the boundaries. Guards were stationed
at gateways and other boundary openings. Jews were not allowed to leave
these areas under penalty of death. All ghettos had disgusting, inhuman living
conditions. They were overpopulated, had poor sanitation and were filthy.
Diseases, such as typhus, ran rampant throughout the ghettos. There were not
adequate heating or food supplies. Those who did not die of disease often died
of starvation.” The Nazis imposed forced labor on Jewish civilians, both inside
and outside ghettos and concentration camps, even before the war.
Josef Mengele was a Nazi German physician “who performed experiments
that were condemned as murderously sadistic on prisoners in Auschwitz during
World War II,” according to Wikipedia
online encyclopedia. Mengele personally
selected more than 400,000 prisoners to
die in the gas chambers at Auschwitz.
It was during Mengele’s 21-month
tenure at Auschwitz-Birkenau that he
achieved infamy and the moniker “Angel
of Death.” Mengele inspected incoming
prisoners to determine who would be
retained for work and experimentation,
and who would be sent immediately to
the gas chambers.

64).. DPVSUFTZPG*OTUZUVU1BNJFDJ/BSPEPXFK
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of the Roma children selected for these experiments were in Auschwitz.”
Mengele’s experiments included attempting to change eye color by injecting
chemicals into children’s eyes, various amputations and other brutal surgeries.
In one case, Mengele attempted to “create an artificial conjoined twin by
sewing the veins in two twins together; this operation was not successful and
only caused the hands of the children to become badly infected.” In another
experiment, Mengele submerged children into boiling water to see how
much heat the human body could take before death. “Subjects of Mengele’s
experiments were almost always murdered afterward for dissection, if they
survived the experiment itself,” according to Wikipedia.

+FXJTIVQSJTJOHT

"OHFMPG%FBUI

+PTFG.FOHFMF

+FXJTIUPEEMFSTQMBZPVUTJEFJOBMBSHFQMBZQFOJOUIF
DPVSUZBSEPGBOPSQIBOBHFJOUIF-FT[JOPXHIFUUP

As stated in Wikipedia, “Mengele
had a morbid fascination with twins;
beginning in 1943, twins were selected
and placed in special barracks. Most

“Between 1941 and 1943, underground resistance movements developed
in approximately 100 ghettos in Nazi-occupied Eastern Europe (about onefourth of all ghettos), especially in Poland, Lithuania, Belorussia and Ukraine.
Their main goals were to organize uprisings, break out of the ghettos and join
partisan units in the fight against the Germans. The Jews knew that uprisings
would not stop the Germans and that only a handful of fighters would succeed
in escaping to join the partisans. The Warsaw ghetto uprising in the spring of
1943 was the largest single revolt by Jews,” according to the USHMM.
Zydowska Organizacja Bojowa (ZOB), a Jewish Fighting Organization, arose
in July 1942, during the first wave of deportations from the Warsaw ghetto
to the Treblinka extermination camp. On July 22, 1942, the Germans began
nonstop massive deportations. These lasted until Sept. 12, 1942. During this
time some 300,000 Jews from the ghetto were deported or executed. The ZOB,
formed by members of Jewish youth organizations, called for the Jews of the
ghetto to resist deportation. “After deportations ended in September, the ZOB
expanded to incorporate members of underground political organizations and
established contact with the Polish resistance forces who provided training,
armaments and explosives,” according to the USHMM.

-FBSOGSPN.FNPSJFTPG)JTUPSZ

%XPLORING HIDDEN BIASES
4UVEJFTTIPXQFPQMFDBOCFDPOTDJPVTMZ
DPNNJUUFEUPEFNPDSBDZBOEEFMJCFSBUFMZ
XPSLUPCFIBWFXJUIPVUQSFKVEJDF ZFU
TUJMMQPTTFTTIJEEFOOFHBUJWFQSFKVEJDFTPS
TUFSFPUZQFT4PFWFOUIPVHIXFCFMJFWF
XFTFFBOEUSFBUQFPQMFBTFRVBMT IJEEFO
CJBTFTTUJMMNBZJOGMVFODFPVSQFSDFQUJPOT
BOEBDUJPOT%JTDVTTCJBTXJUIZPVSDMBTT

8IBUEPFTUIFXPSENFBO 8JUIZPVSDMBTT 
NBLFBMJTUPGCJBTFTJOTPDJFUZ8IFSFEP
ZPVUIJOLUIFTFCJBTFTDPNFGSPN -PPLGPS
FYBNQMFTPGCJBTFEJEFBTBOEMBOHVBHFJOUIF
/>> >ÃÃiiÊ iVÀ>Ì$VUPVUUIFXPSET 
QISBTFTPSQJDUVSFTZPVGJOE1BTUFUIFXPSET
POUPBQJFDFPGDPOTUSVDUJPOQBQFS0OUIF
CBDLPGUIFQBQFS FYQMBJOUIFCJBTCFIJOE

UIFTFXPSET QISBTFTPSQJDUVSFT4IBSFZPVS
QSPKFDUXJUIZPVSDMBTT
&YUFOTJPOBDUJWJUZ8JUIZPVSDMBTT DIFDLPVU
UIFi5IF1PXFSPG8PSETwDVSSJDVMVNPOUIF
UPMFSBODFPSHXFCTJUF4QMJUZPVSDMBTTJOUP
HSPVQT TPFBDIHSPVQXJMMDPNQMFUFPOFPG
UIFMFTTPOTPGUIFDVSSJDVMVN
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– Adolf Hitler, 1933

When Hitler became chancellor in 1933, the youth movement took on
a new dimension: the victimization of German children. “In the beginning,
the Hitler Youth consisted of boys who, once they reached the age of 18,
were expected to join the Nazi party,” according to ! 4EACHERS 'UIDE FOR
4EACHING THE (OLOCAUST. However, in 1933, the group was restructured,
allowing children between the ages of 6 and 10 to participate in (ITLER
*UGEN, Hitler’s paramilitary youth movement.
Although the boys’ groups were the largest, two girls’ groups also were
created. The girls were taught domestic roles, such as raising children and
working in the home. “In addition, they worked as nurses for those who
were injured during the war,” according to ! 4EACHERS 'UIDE FOR 4EACHING
THE (OLOCAUST.

Both boys and girls were
trained to use rifles and to
fight for the government.
American soldiers reported
battling entire units of
Germans 12 years old and
younger. Most children
fought to the death.

'PSDFETUFSJMJ[BUJPO
According to ! 4EACHERS
'UIDE TO THE (OLOCAUST, the
‘Sterilization Law’ explained
the importance of weeding
64).. DPVSUFTZPG3PTFBOOF#BTT'VMUPO
out so-called genetic defects
"GFNBMFTVSWJWPSMJFTJOCFEBUUIF
from the total German gene
)BEBNBS*OTUJUVUFJO(FSNBOZ
pool. The following is an
excerpt from ‘4HE 3TERILIZATION ,AW
“Since the National Revolution public opinion has become increasingly
preoccupied with questions of demographic policy and the continuing
decline in the birthrate. However, it is not only the decline in population,
which is a cause for serious concern, but equally the increasingly evident
genetic composition of our people. Whereas the hereditarily healthy
families have for the most part adopted a policy of having only one or
two children, countless numbers of inferiors and those
suffering from hereditary conditions are reproducing
unrestrainedly while their sick and asocial offspring
burden the community.”
“The designation of specific conditions as inherited,
and the desire to eliminate such illnesses or handicaps
from the population, generally reflected the scientific and
medical thinking of the day in Germany and elsewhere,”
according to ! 4EACHERS 'UIDE TO THE (OLOCAUST
It is important to note that Nazi Germany was
not the first country to sterilize people considered
“abnormal.” According to ! 4EACHERS 'UIDE TO THE
(OLOCAUST “Before Hitler, the United States led the world
in forced sterilizations. Between 1907 and 1939, more
than 30,000 people in 29 states were sterilized, many of
them unknowingly or against their will, while they were
incarcerated in prisons or institutions for the mentally ill.”



:PVOHNFNCFSTPGUIF)JUMFS:PVUITJUJOBTUBEJVN
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“Still, no nation carried sterilization as far as Hitler’s
Germany. Nazis sterilized an estimated 300,000 to 400,000
people under the law. A diagnosis of ‘feeblemindedness’
was justification in most cases, but other conditions for
sterilization included schizophrenia and epilepsy, with

*OUIFXPSETPG
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thousands of victims dying as a result of the operations.”

4ZTUFNBUJDLJMMJOH
“Forced sterilization in Germany was the forerunner of the systematic
killing of the mentally ill and the handicapped,” according to ! 4EACHERS
'UIDE TO THE (OLOCAUST “In October 1939, Hitler himself initiated a
decree which empowered physicians to grant a ‘mercy death’ to ‘patients
considered incurable according to the best available human judgment of
their state of health.’ The intent of the so-called ‘euthanasia’ program,
however, was not to relieve the suffering of the chronically ill. The Nazi
regime used the term as a euphemism: Its aim was to exterminate the
mentally ill and the handicapped. Between 200,000 and 250,000 mentally
and physically handicapped people were murdered from 1939 to 1945
under “euthanasia” programs.

5IF'JOBM4PMVUJPO
When German soldiers stormed into the Soviet Union in June 1941,
Adolf Hitler’s plan took on a new focus. It became clear that Hitler’s plan
was simple: Eradicate all of the Jews who were still alive.
On Oct. 28, 1941, the Nazis issued a new order: Jews were prohibited
from leaving Europe. The Final Solution had begun.
Jews of all ages were herded into ghettos and concentration camps by
cattle cars. Jews from western Europe were taken to concentration camps
in passenger trains. During this time, the Nazis murdered more than 3million Jews in the extermination camps.

n In 1944, Petr
Fischl, 15, wrote: “We
got used to standing
in line at seven o’clock
in the morning, at
twelve noon, and again
at seven o’clock in the
evening. We stood in
a long queue with a
plate in our hand, into
which they ladled a
little warmed-up water
with a salty or a coffee
flavor ... We got used
64).. DPVSUFTZPG/BUJPOBM"SDIJWFTBOE3FDPSET"ENJOJTUSBUJPO $PMMFHF1BSL
to sleeping without
%FGFOEBOU)BOT'SBOL UIFGPSNFS(PWFSOPSPG
a bed ... We got used
UIF1PMJTIPDDVQJFEUFSSJUPSJFT JOIJTDFMMBUUIF
to undeserved slaps,
*OUFSOBUJPOBM.JMJUBSZ5SJCVOBMUSJBMPGXBSDSJNJOBMT
BU/VSFNCFSH
blows and executions.
We got accustomed to
seeing people die in their own excrement, to seeing piled-up coffins full of
corpses, to seeing the sick amid dirt and fifth and to seeing the helpless
doctors.” Petr Fischl died in Auschwitz in 1944.
n From the diary of Helga Weissova: “It’s horrible everywhere. The rays
of sun fall exactly on my bunk and reach on farther. I try in vain to get
away from them into the shade. Today I shan’t go and report for ‘Service.’
I haven’t left out a day yet, but I am too exhausted to stand the sight of
misery and suffering again. The old people’s transport, the young people
cannot volunteer. Children have to let their old parents go off and can’t
help them. Why do they want to send these defenseless people away?”
4PVSDFÊ iÛiÀÊ->ÜÊÌ iÀÊ ÕÌÌiÀvÞ GPSFXPSECZ$IBJN1PUPL QVCMJTIFECZ4DIPDLFO
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World War II officially ended on September 2, 1945. The trial of
leading German officials before the International Military Tribunal began
in Nuremberg, Germany, on Nov. 20, 1945. There were 24 defendants
who represented a cross-section of Nazi leadership. Only 21 defendants
appeared in court. The tribunal indicted the defendants on charges of
conspiracy, crimes against peace, war crimes and crimes against humanity.
Twelve defendants were sentenced to death, three were sentenced to life
in prison, four were sentenced to prison terms ranging from 10 to 20 years
and three defendants were acquitted.
Defendant Hans Frank said, “Don’t let anybody tell you that they had
no idea. Everybody sensed there was something horribly wrong with the
system.” (Nov. 29, 1945) “Hitler has disgraced Germany for all time! He
betrayed and disgraced the people that loved him! ... I will be the first to
admit my guilt.” (April 17, 1946)
4PVSDF%PVHMBT0-JOEFS 6OJWFSTJUZPG.JTTPVSJ
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Hatred and prejudice still play a very large role in the world today, but when most people hear
those words they think of one major, devastating event: The Holocaust. The Holocaust was the
most terrifying expression of hatred the world has ever seen. A total of approximately 11,000,000
people were brutally murdered because of things they could not control. Among these 11,000,000
people, 6,000,000 of them were Jewish. These victims were put to their deaths by people they
didn’t know for things like religion, ethnicity, beliefs, and handicaps, things that these victims
would not have changed even if they wanted to. The Holocaust was a horrendous event that we
can prevent from happening again by just accepting each other for who we are and respecting
everyone. If you don’t know someone, do not just assume they are unpleasant, or mean, or worth
killing, because I am 100% certain that is what led Hitler to think of the “Final Solution”. The
“Final Solution” was an idea based solely on Hitler judging people he did not even know. Hatred
and prejudice can destroy lives, homes, countries, and even the world if taken far enough. So, if
we respect and tolerate each other we can stop it from ever happening again.
The first thing everyone needs to comprehend is exactly how many and why people were put to
0ICTURED ,EFT TO RIGHT !LINA !MADOR 4ONI 2INDE SURVIVOR 4ENLEY ! +IGER -ATTHEW
death in the Holocaust. People were killed for a number of reasons. If you were handicapped, a
#OWDERY 3AM 3TERN SURVIVOR 2OBBIE +ING ,INDSEY 'ROSSMAN +EVONTE *ACKSON -ARK
gypsy, a homosexual, a Jehovah’s Witness, a Catholic, a Pole, a Soviet Prisoner of War, politically
3TERN !MY ,OOPER .ATALIE 3EAY AND ,ISL 3CHICK SURVIVOR 
opposed to Hitler, or many other things, you were sent to die. At first the Holocaust was only in
Germany and the goal was not to kill anyone. In the beginning the general idea was to make
all of the Jews evacuate Germany. Soon after, the plan changed and Hitler decided to put them to work. After
starting the work camps Hitler came up with the death camps where he could just kill a mass of Jews in a short
"Y 4ENLEY +IGER
amount of time and then have the remaining prisoners clean up the mess. In a death camp you would arrive on
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the train and then stand in a line. If you worked at a certain expertise that the Nazis needed, like seamstresses
or shoemakers, you were saved. A majority of the time people would live in these camps for weeks without
When someone says the word Holocaust, we all think hatred,
realizing what was going on around them. Imagine being trapped somewhere without any option of escape. Now
prejudice, oppression and depression. Why did the Holocaust
imagine losing all of your loved ones and then being treated like an animal or a slave by your family’s killers.
happen and what changed because of it?
The victims of the Holocaust went through torture, loss, death, starvation, disease, and many other hardships
The Holocaust is one of the biggest examples of genocide
with no chance of escaping. Millions of people went through all of that just because one man hated them and
we have ever experienced. One of the saddest things about the
spread his ideas through a nation. Hatred and prejudice led to all of this death and hardship therefore, in my
Holocaust was that those who lived had to go through the rest
opinion, hatred and prejudice are two of the human race’s biggest flaws.
of their lives without their loved ones and friends. Also, deep
A lot of people don’t know what the word “hate” means. When you say you hate someone, do you really know
childhood friendships were permanently torn apart, wrecked and
exactly what you are saying? According to 7iLÃÌiÀ½ÃÊ iÜÊ7À`Ê VÌ>ÀÞ] hate is “a strong dislike or ill will toward
broken.
something”. In my opinion, that is not what hatred is at all; if someone simply disliked something they would say
So far in fifth grade, we have mainly learned about the
it in that form. To hate something or someone is much stronger than to dislike it or them. To hate someone, in
victims of the Holocaust. There is another part of the Holocaust
my mind, is to dislike them strongly enough that you wouldn’t even care if they were to die right in front of you.
that we haven’t learned that much about yet. Some SS soldiers, if
I cannot speak for every single person in the entire world, but I am pretty sure that most of my acquaintances
you really think about it could’ve felt guilty and ashamed of what
and friends are not even capable of hatred. Unfortunately, Adolph Hitler was able to hate not only someone, but
they did.
millions upon millions of people for all sorts of reasons. If a person has even one speck of goodness or caring in
There were not only bad people in the Holocaust. Some
their soul, I don’t think they could ever live with themselves after doing what Hitler has done. Prejudice, also
heroes, like Oskar Schindler and Miep Gies, gave us examples of
according to Webster, means, “a preconceived, usually unfavorable, idea.” Consistent with that definition you
courage, bravery and love. Oskar Schindler saved Jews’ lives by
could say Hitler’s plan was prejudice, his views were prejudice, and his whole thinking process was prejudice.
buying them to work at his factory. He bought over 1,000 Jews
Obviously Hitler was a hateful and prejudiced man. I hope everyone can learn to be the exact opposite of what
and by doing that, the Jews were saved from being sent away to
he was. If we can, I’m sure this could never happen again.
concentration camps. Miep Gies also saved lives, but in a different
After learning about the Holocaust at school, I feel I have an understanding of when it happened, what
way. She helped eight Jews, including Anne Frank, to hide from
happened, who did it, and who suffered from it. The only thing I still cannot grasp is why. I know the definition
the Nazis for two whole years.
of hatred and prejudice, but I just don’t see how someone could actually feel those feelings toward anyone, let
The qualities that Miep and Schindler showed are the same
alone almost everyone. By learning about the hatred and prejudice Hitler had towards so many people, I can
things we kids should be showing today, like standing up for what
see how this happened; Hitler believed so strongly that all these people were evil that he convinced hundreds of
you know is right and tolerating peoples’ differences. Another
other people to believe it as well. After all of these people were convinced, it was easy to make some propaganda
thing we could do to make sure that the Holocaust will not happen
posters and deceive almost everyone. But what about the people who weren’t tricked? People like Miep Gies.
again is that we could be respectful to people with different
Ms. Gies was a woman who worked for Otto Frank and ended up hiding all the Franks, plus four other people for
religious beliefs.
two years. If there had been more people like Miep Gies, who weren’t prejudice about someone’s image, religion,
In an interview with Miep Gies, she said to “stop prejudice
or beliefs, there might have been a chance of stopping the Holocaust before it got completely out of hand. Miep
and discrimination at its beginning.” As a young person about to
Gies was someone who knew the Franks before the Holocaust began and didn’t change her opinion of them just
enter Middle School, I am responsible for being a good example
because someone told her to. If everyone in the world would follow Ms. Gies’ inspiring example, I am certain
to children younger than me. Life for you and me is better when
that nothing even remotely similar to the Holocaust could ever happen again. If everyone could learn to tolerate
people show selflessness, tolerance and courage. Oskar Schindler
and respect each other, our world would become a much better place.
and Miep Gies demonstrated these qualities from 1933 to 1945,
Tolerance and respect play a huge role in life today. Hopefully, they play a dramatically bigger role than
and now in 2007, it’s our turn.
hatred and prejudice, because if tolerance ruled over hatred, life WOULD be better. Hatred and prejudice killed
11,000,000 people in the late 1930’s and early 1940’s. Since then, the human race has hopefully learned and
grown from the devastating event that was the Holocaust. Hitler was an evil man with awful prejudices and
judgments costing innocent people their lives. In my mind, it is definitely possible for humanity to reach this
goal of respect and tolerance for one another. The Holocaust was an awful way to learn an important lesson:
hatred and prejudice should not run a country or a life. Maybe in the future everyone will have learned this
lesson but if not, perhaps we have learned enough to make a difference.
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Dear Granddad
You are a survivor, and I’m fifteen. I’d really like to know your story.I can carry it and
other’s forward to help make sure the Holocaust never happens again. But so many years
later, you’re still the same man. You still think of everyone else first, you still always
look on the bright side of life, and you still refuse to look back, only thinking about what
good the future might bring. Sixty-two years later, our family only knows bits and pieces
about the horrors of what you went through – the fact that you lost both of your parents
and your brother. You just don’t talk about the anguish of facing death everyday, or about
the death camps. Yet I believe that the world has learned more about tolerance not just
from history books, but also from the individual, personal stories of real people who were
victims of the deepest hatred and what can never be repeated in the world. You’re 78. So,
now, Granddad, it’s time for you to tell your story.
I would like to be able to say that the Holocaust could never happen again, but I’m
not sure that’s true. The state-sponsored hatred instilled in regular people against their
neighbors by the Nazis – the boycotting, the Night of Broken Glass, The Nuremburg
Laws – were the results of deep prejudice and fear (“An Introduction to the Holocaust,”
“Kristallnacht”). Six million Jews (and many millions of others) were slaughtered (“An
Introduction to the Holocaust”). These facts are part of our history. But the most powerful
facts are those told on a personal level. No matter how many museums I visit or books
I read, it’s the horrific tales of average people like Anne Frank that stick with me and
my friends. When I saw all of the shoes piled up in the National Holocaust Museum in
Washington D.C. on my seventh grade trip, I could imagine the terrified people wearing
them before the soldiers forced them to take them off and go to the gas chamber. Yet we
have learned that hatred blinded Germans to the fact that Jews were human. Prejudice
allowed them to ignore the pain and humiliation of the individuals they imprisoned and
killed. It is the ÃÌÀiÃ of real people that bring the individuals back into focus, and make
their humanity stark and real. And it is our commitment to teaching tolerance and
respect that helps us cling to hope for our future.
But the Holocaust happened so long ago in such a different part of the world that
it is all too easy for us to dismiss it as something that happened once and could never
happen again. If my whole generation believes this, then we may be doomed to repeat the
unimaginable tragedy. We have seen already how easy it is to forget, to ban remembrance,
as there are already millions, not even a century after, who deny the existence of the
Holocaust (An Introduction to the Holocaust”). Many of these people are not evil, nor
are they stupid; rather, they are apathetic, much like the citizens of Nazi Germany
during the Second World War. As Primo Levi, a Jewish scientist and writer, asserted,
“Monsters exist, but they are too few in number to be truly dangerous. More dangerous
[is] the common man” (Palmer 855-856). We now know that it is the indifferent person
who poses the biggest threat, the uninterested man or woman who puts world awareness
and tolerance on the backburner. As genocide runs rampant in Africa, only a minority of
Americans has taken any action. How sure can we be that a disaster on the scale of the
Holocaust can never happen again when there appears to be one beginning right now?
The issue of Darfur should be a concern for everyone, yet our apathy is raising the death
toll every day.

No one can be sure of the collective mindset of Nazi Germany. Propaganda Minister
Joseph Goebbels was chillingly effective at convincing people of the dangers of Jews,
putting out movies such as The Eternal Jew, a film comparing Jews to plague-carrying
rats, and hanging posters containing false information that claimed to prove the
superiority of Hitler’s ideal and fake Aryan race (“The Nazi Holocaust 1938-1945”, “The
Final Solution”). Because of this, we know now how easy it is to make people afraid of
other people. Surely there were many who easily caved in to such influences, but I know
that there were those who stood up to such perversity of morals.
We now know that there must always be informed citizens and public watchdogs
– the kind who were absent on that fateful day that the Nazis burned the government
building, the Reichstag, and imposed martial law (“The Reichstag Burns”). Certainly
there were some concerned people in Germany and around the world, but they were too
few in number to make a large-scale difference. Today we have tried to build respect
and tolerance for diversity into our schools, workplaces, and communities. Perhaps
these efforts can help immunize our society against rampant intolerance against specific
groups. This effort is not just a one-time lesson, but also an ongoing conversation about
how to promote respect among diverse groups in every society.
The horrors of Nazi Germany can be taught in textbooks, but the more powerful
human stories are what keep the memories truly alive. Just as the Japanese removed the
Rape of Nanking from school textbooks, any dictatorial or belligerent government could
wipe the Holocaust from our institutional memory (“Japanese confronted with war crimes
past as films recall the Rape of Nanjing”). It is the family that is the most fundamental
unit of society and the basis of the community. It is the family, our family that can carry
on tradition and legacy to do our part in preventing another Holocaust. And now in our
family, there is some urgency in the matter.
Just like hundreds of thousands of other survivors, you have a story to tell. Sixty-two
years after your liberation, an impressive life as a businessman, father, and grandfather,
triple by-pass surgery, and last year a stroke, it might be time to stop looking to the future
as the constant guardian and accept the fact that other people have to take up the mantle.
You are such an inspiration to me! I feel it is now the next generation’s duty to teach
others about this disaster to prevent past intolerance and hatred from being perpetuated.
Please don’t think of me as your nosy grandchild who needs to mind his own business;
the world needs to hear your story, as it so desperately needs to be constantly reminded
of what you and so many millions of others went through. Just as the common person
is “more dangerous” than history’s infamous monsters, he or she is also infinitely more
powerful in preventing such monsters from arising. The lessons of the Holocaust teach
us that tolerance and respect help assure the dignity of individuals. We must keep the
Holocaust in our consciences to prevent it from happening again, and you have the power
to aid in that project.
So please, Granddad, share your story. Person to person, family to family, it
is the human truths that persevere and go on to affect and
inspire others to teach understanding.
When you’re ready, I’m here.
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) DONT THINK THERE WAS A PERSON IN )SRAEL WHO DIDNT
WATCH THE 3HUTTLE #OLUMBIA BLASTING OFF FROM THE +ENNEDY
3PACE #ENTER IN &LORIDA YESTERDAY 7E WATCHED WITH
TREPIDATION AND ANXIETY BUT MOST OF ALL WITH PRIDE AS THE
GRACEFUL WHITE SHUTTLE LIFTED OFF INTO THE BLUE &LORIDA SKY TRAIL
ING A WHITE PLUME BEHIND IT &OR US )SRAELIS IT WAS A SPECIAL
mIGHT BECAUSE OUR OWN ASTRONAUT #OLONEL )LAN 2AMON WAS
AMONG THE CREW THE lRST )SRAELI TO ENTER SPACE &OR A SHORT
WHILE WE ALLOWED OURSELVES TO FORGET OUR PROBLEMS OUR DIFFERENCES EVEN THE COMING
ELECTIONS 7E WERE UNITED IN HAILING #OLONEL )LLAN 2AMON AS OUR HERO
"UT FOR ME THERE WAS ANOTHER HERO SOMEONE THAT WAS HARDLY MENTIONED IN THE
)SRAELI MEDIA )F IT WAS NOT FOR AN !MERICAN 46 STATION WHICH BRIEmY STATED THAT #OLO
NEL )LLAN 2AMONS MOTHER WAS AN !USCHWITZ SURVIVOR ) TOO WOULD HAVE BEEN IGNORANT
OF THE FACT 4O MOST OF US THE FACT THAT HIS MOTHER WAS A (OLOCAUST SURVIVOR FROM
!USCHWITZ WOULD BE BAFmING THAT IS WHY ) WOULD CALL HER A HERO ) WILL TELL YOU WHY
!FTER THE COLLAPSE OF (ITLERS 2EICH AND OUR LIBERATION IN THE BEGINNING OF -AY
 ) SERVED IN THE 53 ARMY AS AN INTERPRETER ) WAS FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE
LEARNED %NGLISH DURING THE WAR A LANGUAGE THAT VERY FEW SURVIVORS SPOKE ) SERVED IN
A UNIT THAT WAS ATTACHED TO THE #)# !RMY )NTELLIGENCE  7E WERE ELEVEN MEN ALL OF
THEM BESIDE MYSELF !MERICAN SERVICE MEN WHO KNEW A SECOND LANGUAGE BESIDES
THEIR NATIVE %NGLISH /UR JOB WAS TO lND .AZIS HIDING AMONG THE DISPLACED PERSONS IN
THE $0 CAMPS
(OWEVER WE ALSO VISITED CAMPS WHERE ONLY *EWS LIVED SUCH AS &ELDAlNG
&HERENWALD AND MORE &OR A WHILE ) WAS THE INTERPRETER FOR A #OLONEL 7OODHOUSE
WHO FOR SOME REASON WAS ATTACHED TO OUR UNIT #OLONEL 7OODHOUSE WAS AN %NGLISH
PSYCHIATRIST WHO WAS SENT TO EVALUATE THE MENTAL STATE OF THE *EWISH CONCENTRATION
CAMP SURVIVORS
) WILL NEVER FORGET HIS OFlCIAL EVALUATION (E DIDNT KEEP IT A SECRET AND ) WAS
ABLE TO READ IT h) CAME TO THE CONCLUSION THAT THE TRAUMA CAUSED TO *EWISH INMATES
OF CAMPS WAS UNPRECEDENTED IN ITS SEVERITY AND THAT THEY WOULD NEVER BE ABLE TO LIVE
NORMAL LIVES GET MARRIED AND HAVE CHILDREN ) HAVE KNOWN PATIENTS WHO WERE SUB
JECTED TO TRAUMA THAT WERENT EVEN A FRACTION OF THE TRAUMA THE *EWS WERE SUBJECTED
TO AND THEY WERE PSYCHOLOGICALLY DISABLED FOR LIFE 4HEREFORE ) SEE NO HOPE FOR THEMv
7ELL #OLONEL 7OODHOUSE ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE YOU TO -RS 2AMON AN !USCHWITZ
SURVIVOR WHO NOT ONLY GOT MARRIED AND BROUGHT CHILDREN TO THIS WORLD BUT BROUGHT
UP A SON THAT ANYONE IN THE WORLD WOULD BE PROUD OF TO CALL AS HIS OWN DESPITE YOUR
PROGNOSIS
0ERHAPS FROM THE MEDICAL POINT OF VIEW HE WAS RIGHT BUT HE DIDNT COUNT ON
THE SPIRIT OF THE SURVIVORS 7HEN WE WERE LIBERATED WE WERE ALMOST NAKED BEREFT
OF ALL POSSESSIONS CLAD IN A PRISONERS STRIPED UNIFORM AND WOODEN CLOGS 7E
OWNED NOTHING NOT EVEN UNDERWEAR SOCKS OR A HANDKERCHIEF 7E WERE LIKE WALKING
SKELETONS ALL SKIN AND BONES -Y SCHOOLING WAS INTERRUPTED WHEN ) WAS TWELVE AND
) WAS SUBJECTED TO BRUTALITIES THAT MANKIND HAS NEVER KNOWN ) WAS LIBERATED FROM THE
.AZIS BUT WHAT NEXT 3O ) STOOD BEFORE A WORLD ) CONSIDERED HOSTILE AGE SEVENTEEN
AND ) HAD TO MAKE MY WAY THROUGH IT !ND YET ) DID IT AND ) DID IT WELL
) DONT KNOW -RS 2AMON BUT TODAY WHEN ) WATCHED HER SON TAKING OFF INTO
SPACE ) AM SURE SHE DID WONDERFULLY WELL 4HEREFORE -RS 2AMON ) SALUTE YOU
9OU TOO ARE MY HERO
3OLLY 'ANOR 3TUDENT (ERTZELIAH )SRAEL
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,EADERS AROUND THE WORLD
%PZPVLOPXXIPJTSVOOJOHUIFXPSME
MPDBMMZ OBUJPOBMMZBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ 
3FWJFXUIF/>> >ÃÃiiÊ iVÀ>ÌGPSB
DPVQMFPGXFFLT-PPLGPSUIFOBNFTPG
MFBEFSTJOUIF iVÀ>Ì8SJUFEPXOUIF
OBNFPGUIFMFBEFS IJTPSIFSUJUMFBOEUIF
MPDBUJPOXIFSFUIFMFBEFSSVMFT/FYUUPUIF

OBNFTPGMPDBM TUBUFBOEOBUJPOBMMFBEFST 
XSJUFBEFTDSJQUJPOPGBMFBEFSTIJQBUUSJCVUF
UIBUJTFWJEFOUJOUIFTUPSZ$SFBUFBDIBSU
PGBMMUIFXPSMEMFBEFSTZPVGJOE6TJOH
ZPVSTDIPPMNFEJBDFOUFSBOEUIF*OUFSOFU 
SFTFBSDIJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIFDPVOUSZ UIF
MFBEFSBOEUIFGPSNPGHPWFSONFOU8SJUFB

SFQPSUCBTFEPOBMMPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPOZPV
GJOE#FTVSFUPEPDVNFOUBMMPGZPVSTPVSDFT
QSPQFSMZ1SFTFOUUPZPVSDMBTTBOPSBMSFQPSU
POUIFJOGPSNBUJPOZPVEJTDPWFSFE
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! CONVERSATION WITH  %LA 3TEIN 7EISSBERGER
#HILDRENS OPERA @"RUNDIBAR HELPED HER OTHERS ENDURE CONCENTRATION CAMP
"Y *ANELLE 'ELFAND 4HE #INCINNATI %NQUIRER 
Ela Stein Weissberger
with the cloth badge worn
by Jews in Nazi Germany.



i*OPVSFZFT #SVOEJCBSXBT)JUMFS8FXBOUFEBWJDUPSZPWFSBUFSSJCMF
&MB4UFJO8FJTTCFSHFSXBTZFBSTPMEXIFOTIF
NBO wTIFTBZT
BSSJWFEBU5FSF[JOJO'FCSVBSZ XJUIIFSNPUIFS 
5IF/B[JTVTFE#SVOEJCBSGPSQSPQBHBOEBQVSQPTFT.ST8FJTTCFSHFSXBT
TJTUFSBOEHSBOENPUIFS(SFFUJOHUIFJSBSSJWBMBUUIF/B[J
JOUIFDBTUUIBUQFSGPSNFEGPSBO*OUFSOBUJPOBM3FE$SPTTEFMFHBUJPOJO BOE
DPOUSPMMFEDBNQJO$[FDIPTMPWBLJBXFSFTFWFSBMZPVOH
TIFBQQFBSTJOUIF/B[JQSPQBHBOEBmMN5IF'VISFS(JWFTUIF+FXTB$JUZ
NFO IBOHJOHEFBEJOUIFTRVBSF
i5IFZNPWFEVTGSPNUIFCBSSBDLUPBSFHVMBSUIFBUFS BOEUIFZPSEFSFE
i*SFNFNCFSUIFZUPPLVTPVUBOETBJE UIJTXJMMIBQ
,SBTBUPXSJUFBOPWFSUVSF5IF(FSNBOTTBJE XIBUPQFSBEPFTOUIBWFBOPWFS
QFOUPZPVJGZPVUSZUPFTDBQF wSFDBMMT.ST8FJTTCFSHFS 
UVSF w.ST8FJTTCFSHFSTBZT
 JOBHSBOENPUIFSMZWPJDFi8FUIPVHIUUIBUHIFUUP
i*SFNFNCFSJUXFMMCFDBVTFXFXFSFTPTDBSFEPGUIF/B[JT5IFZXFSF
NFBOTUIBUXFXPVMEPOMZCFDPODFOUSBUFEUIFSF8F
TUBOEJOHJOUIFHBMMFSZPGUIFUIFBUFS wTIFTBZT OBNJOH"EPMG&JDINBOO NBT
EJEOULOPXBCPVUEFBUIDBNQTw
UFSNJOEPGUIF)PMPDBVTUUIBULJMMFENJMMJPO+FXT )FOSJL)JNNMFS BOEUIF
-JLFUIFDIJMESFOTPQFSB#SVOEJCBS JOXIJDITIFTBOHUIFSPMFPGUIF$BU
DPNNBOEFSPG5FSF[JOi5IFSFJTPOFQBSUJO#SVOEJCBS UIFMVMMBCZ UIBUJTWFSZ
GPSBMMQFSGPSNBODFTBUUIF8PSME8BS**DPODFOUSBUJPODBNQ IFSTUPSZIBTB
DMPTFUPPVSIFBSUT8IFOXFTUBSUFEUPTJOHUIFMVMMBCZ UIFZTBUEPXOBOEUPPL
iIBQQZwFOEJOH4IFTVSWJWFE
PGGUIFJSIBUTw
i8FXFSFPSJHJOBMMZ DIJMESFO BOEPOMZTVSWJWFE wTIFTBZTGSPN
"GUFSUIBUQFSGPSNBODF TIFTBZT NPTUPGUIFDIJMESFOXFSFTFOUUPUIFHBT
IFSIPNFJO5BQQBO /:i*UJTCZBNJSBDMFUIBU*DBOUBMLBCPVUJU*XBTTBWFE*
DIBNCFST
UIJOL*TQFBLJOUIFWPJDFTPGUIPTFUIBUDPVMEOUNBLFJU"MMUIBUJTMFGUCFIJOEB
8IFO&MBXBTZFBSTPME IFSGBNJMZnFEUIFJSIPNFJOUIF4VEFOUFOMBOE 
XIPMFHFOFSBUJPOPGDIJMESFOBSFBDPVQMFPGQPFNTBOEQJDUVSFTw
POUIF$[FDI(FSNBOCPSEFS GPS1SBHVF)FSGBUIFSIBEIBEBUISJWJOHQPSDFMBJO
5FSF[JO 5FSFTJFOTUBEUJO(FSNBO NJMFTGSPN1SBHVF XBTBUSBOTJU
CVTJOFTTIFSNPUIFSTGBNJMZXFSFXFBMUIZPXOFSTPGBHMBTTGBDUPSZ5IFZMPTU
QPJOUGPS$[FDI+FXTUPUIF/B[JEFBUIDBNQT0G QFPQMFXIPMJWFEUIFSF
FWFSZUIJOHJO)FSGBUIFSXBTBSSFTUFECZUIF(FTUBQPBOEUIFZOFWFSTBX
PWFSGPVSZFBST NPSFUIBO EJFEUIFSFBOPUIFS XFSFUSBOTQPSUFEUP
IJNBHBJO
EFBUIDBNQT
5IFZXFSFTFOUUP
5IFPQFSB mSTUTUBHFEJOB+FXJTIPSQIBOBHFJO1SBHVFJO JTB
5FSF[JOJOPOFPGUIF
DIBSNJOHGPMLUBMFXJUIEFMJHIUGVMNVTJD JOUFOEFEGPSBDBTUPGDIJMESFO
mSTUUSBOTQPSUT*OBO
*UUFMMTUIFTUPSZPGUXPDIJMESFOTJOHJOHUPSBJTFNPOFZUPCVZNJMLGPS
FFSJFTJNJMBSJUZUPUIF
UIFJSTJDLNPUIFS"OFWJMPSHBOHSJOEFS #SVOEJCBS UISPXTUIFNPVU
TUPSZNBEFGBNPVTJO
PGUIFUPXOTRVBSF"TQBSSPX BDBU .ST8FJTTCFSHFSTSPMF BEPH
4DIJOEMFST-JTU B(FS
BOEBDIPSVTPGDIJMESFODPNFUPUIFJSBJE IFMQJOHUIFNTJOHPWFSUIF
NBOGBSNFSTBWFEUIF
PSHBOHSJOEFSBOEDPMMFDUFOPVHINPOFZUPIFMQUIFJSNPUIFS5IF
MJWFTPG&MB IFSNPUIFS
PQFSBDPODMVEFTXJUIBWJDUPSZTPOH
BOEIFSPMEFSTJTUFS
.BOZPG1SBHVFTFMJUF+FXJTIBSUJTUTXFSFTFOUUP5FSF[JO JODMVE
)FSNPUIFSBOETJTUFS
JOHUIFDPNQPTFS)BOT,SBTB XIPXBTLJMMFEBU"VTDIXJU[JO &MB
XPSLFEJOIJTBHSJDVMUVSF
BOEUIFPUIFSDIJMESFO XIPXFSFIPVTFEUPHFUIFSJOBCBSSBDL XFSF
mFMET
BMMPXFEUPESBX TJOHBOEXSJUFQPFUSZ'SJFEM%JDLFS#SBOEFJT BOBSUJTU 
i)FXFOUUPUIF
HBWFUIFNBSUMFTTPOT)FMHB,JOTLZ BNVTJDUFBDIFS GPVOEBOPMEIBS
DPNNBOEFSPGUIFDBNQ
NPOJVN  BOEQMBZFEPQFSBTTVDIBT4NFUBOBT5IF#BSUFSFE#SJEF
BOETBJE MPPLJGZPV
8IFOUIFNVTJDUP#SVOEJCBSXBTTNVHHMFEJOUPUIFDBNQ UIF
Mrs. Weissberger joins the cast of Brundibar.
EPOUXBOUUPMPTFUIF
UFBDIFSTBTLFEUPQFSGPSNJUXJUIUIFDIJMESFO*UCFDBNFFYUSFNFMZ
DSPQJOUIFmFMET ZPVIBWFUPLFFQNZHSPVQUPHFUIFS w.ST8FJTTCFSHFSTBZT
QPQVMBS BOEUJDLFUTXFSFQSJ[FE .ST8FJTTCFSHFSSFDBMMT
)JTXPSLFSTXFSFTQBSFEHPJOHUPUIFHBTDIBNCFST)FSNPUIFSXBTBMMPXFEUP
'PSUIFDIJMESFO XIPXFSFIVOHSZ SBHHFEBOEIBETFFOQBSFOUTBOEMPWFE
TDBWFOHFGPSBOZUIJOHFEJCMFUIBUXBTMFGUCFIJOEJOUIFmFMET UIVTBVHNFOUJOH
POFTDBSUFEPGGUPEFBUIDBNQT UIFPQFSBUPPLUIFJSNJOETPGGEBJMZIPSSPST
UIFJSNFBHFSEJFU
i8IFOXFTBOH XFGPSHPUXIFSFXFXFSF8FGPSHPUIVOHFS XFGPSHPUBMM
0GUIFNFNCFSTPGIFSGBNJMZ GPVSTVSWJWFEUIFXBS
UIFUSPVCMFTUIBUXFIBEUPHPUISPVHI w.ST8FJTTCFSHFSTBZTi8IFOXFTBOH
5PEBZTIFTQFBLTPGUFOUPDIJMESFO OPUTPNVDIBCPVUUIFUFSSPS CVUBCPVU
#SVOEJCBS XFEJEOUIBWFUPXFBSUIF+FXJTITUBSPOPVSDMPUIJOHw
UIFMJUUMFUIJOHTUPBQQSFDJBUF TVDIBTIBWJOHBQFUBOEHPJOHUPTDIPPM
5IF/B[JTEJEOPULOPXUIBUUIF7JDUPSZ4POHBUUIFPQFSBTFOEIBEB
EPVCMFNFBOJOH
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>Ê}ÀÕ«ÊvÊ«ÀÃiÀÃ°Ê/ iÊiÝ«ÀiÃÃÊvÊvi>ÀÊ>`Ê «iiÃÃiÃÃÊÊ ÃÊv>ViÊÃÊvÀiÛiÀÊ
vÀâiÊÊÌ iÊL>V>`Ü ÌiÊ« Ì}À>« ÊÌ >ÌÊ >ÃÊLiViÊÌ iÊÃÞLÊvÊV `ÀiÊvÊÌ iÊ
V>ÕÃÌ°
ÊÊ
7iÊV>Ê>ÃÃÕiÊ iÊÜ>ÃÊi`]ÊiÊvÊÌ iÊiÃÌ>Ìi`ÊiÊÊV `ÀiÊÜ Ê«iÀ
Ã i`°ÊÜiÛiÀ]ÊÌ iÊv>VÌÊÌ >ÌÊ iÊÃÊÃÊÜiÜÊ`ÕÀ}ÊÌ iÊ >âÊVVÕ«>ÌÊÃÊ>ÊÌÀÕ« Ê
vÀÊV>ÕÃÌÊÛVÌÃÊiÛiÀÞÜ iÀi°Ê/ iÀÊÃÌÀiÃÊ>ÀiÊ«ÀiÃiÀÛi`ÊÊ« Ì}À>« Ã]ÊiVÌÕÀiÃ]Ê
>`ÊLÃÊ>ÀÕ`ÊÌ iÊÜÀ`°ÊÌ Õ} ÊÌÊÃÊÞÊ>ÊÕÌiÊÀi«ÀiÃiÌ>ÌÊvÊÜ >ÌÊ >«
«ii`ÊÌÊ ÕÀ«i>ÊiÜÃÊ`ÕÀ}ÊÌ iÊ/ À`Ê,iV ]ÊÌ iÊvÜ}ÊÃÌÀÞÊvÊvÕÀÊVÕÀ>}iÕÃÊ
ÞÕ}Ê«i«iÊÃÊiÊÜ V Ê>`ÃÊÌ iÊiÛiÀi`}ÊV>«>}ÊvÊV>ÕÃÌÊÃÕÀÛÛÀÃ»vÀÊ
LÌ ÊÌ iÊÛ}Ê>`ÊÌ iÊ`i>`]ÊÜiÊÕÃÌÊLi>ÀÊÜÌiÃÃ°»Ê
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Û}Ê>`Ê >««ÞÊv>Þ°Ê>Ãi]ÊÌ iÀÊv>Ì iÀ]Ê>`iÊ>Ê}`ÊÛ}Ê>ÃÊ>Êi>Ì iÀÊiÀV >Ì°Ê
,ÕÌ ]ÊÌ iÀÊÌ iÀ]Êi«ÌÊ ÕÃi]Ê>ÃÊÜ>ÃÊÌ iÊÌÀ>`Ì°Ê/ iÞÊ >`ÊÌÜÊÌÌiÊÃÃÌiÀÃ]Ê->> ]Ê>}iÊi} Ì]Ê>`Ê
9iÌi>]Ê>}iÊÃÝ°Ê>>ÊÜ>ÃÊÌ iÀÊLÀÌ iÀ]Ê>Ê >`ÃiÊLÞÊvÊÃiÛiÌii°Ê/ iÊ}ÀÃ½Ê`iÀÊÃÃÌiÀ]ÊiÞ>]Ê
Ü>ÃÊ>ÀÀi`Ê>`Ê >`Ê>ÊV `°ÊÊ£Î]ÊÌ iÊ >âÃÊÛ>`i`Ê*VâÜ]ÊÜ V ÊÜ>ÃÊÌÊÃ>ÊÌÊ >ÛiÊ>Ê} iÌÌ°Ê
vÌiÀÊÃÌÊvÊÌ iÊÌÜÊÜ>ÃÊLÕÀi`]ÊiÞ>]Ê iÀÊ ÕÃL>`ÊÌ>]Ê>`ÊÌ iÀÊL>LÞÊ `ÊÊ>ÊLÕÀi`ÕÌÊ
Vi>À°Ê/ ÃÊÜÀi`ÊvÀÊ>ÊÌ ÊÀÊÌÜ]ÊLÕÌÊÌ>ÊLiV>iÊÊvÀÊÌ iÊÃiÊ>`Ê`i`ÊÊÌ iÊÌÜ½ÃÊ
ÃVÀV i`Ê Ã«Ì>°Ê-Ê>vÌiÀ]Ê,ÕÌ ÊÌi>ÀvÕÞÊÕÀ}i`Ê i>Ê>`Ê Õ>ÊÌÊi>ÛiÊÌ iÊv>ÞÊ>`Ê `i°Ê- iÊ
ÃÌÕvvi`Ê>ÊvÊÌ iÀÊiÞÊÌÊ i>½ÃÊ«ViÌÃ]Ê>`ÊÌ iÊÌÜÊ}ÀÃÊyÊi`ÊÌÊÌ iÊÜ`Ã°Ê/ iÞÊiÛiÀÊÃ>ÜÊ>ÞÊ
vÊÌ iÀÊv>ÞÊ>}>°
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Ã iÌiÀÊÊ iii°Ê/ iÀÊÕViÊÜÀi`Ê>ÃÊ>ÊV>À«iÌiÀÊÌ iÀi]Ê>`ÊÜ>ÃÊÃ«>Ài`ÊLÞÊÌ iÊ >âÃÊLiV>ÕÃiÊ
iÊÜ>ÃÊ>LiÊÌÊ>iÊÌÃÊvÀÊÌ iÊ>ÀÞ°Ê/ iÊ}ÀÃÊÃÌ>Þi`ÊÊ ÃÊV>À«iÌÀÞÊÃ «ÊvÀÊÃiÛiÀ>Ê`>ÞÃ]ÊLÕÌÊ
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ÜiÀiÊÃiÌÊÌÊ>ÊÜÀÊV>«]ÊÜ iÀiÊÌ iÞÊÜÕ`ÊÌÊ>ÌÊ>ÕÌÊ>V iÃÊvÀÊÌÜiÛiÊ ÕÀÃÊ>Ê`>Þ°Ê
`ÌÃÊÜiÀiÊ ÀÀLi°Ê/ iÊV>«ÊÜ>ÃÊ`ÀÌÞÊ>`Ê>ÌiÃÊ`i`ÊvÌiÊvÊ`Ãi>ÃiÊ>`ÊÃÌ>ÀÛ>Ì°Ê i`ÃÊ
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iÜÃÊÛ}ÊÊ7>ÀÃ>Ü°Ê-Ê>vÌiÀÊÌ iÊ >âÊÛ>ÃÊvÊ*>`]Ê >Û`ÊÜ>ÃÊ«ÀÃi`ÊÊÌ iÊ7>ÀÃ>ÜÊ
 iÌÌ°ÊÃÊLÊÌ iÀiÊÜ>ÃÊÌÊÌ>iÊÕÌÊÌ iÊÌÀ>Ã Ê>`ÊÃÕ}}iÊÊ}ÕÃÊÌ >ÌÊÜÕ`ÊLiÊÕÃi`ÊÊÌ iÊÕ«ÀÃ
}°Ê"Ê«ÀÊ£]Ê£{Î]ÊÌ iÊÀiÛÌÊ>}>ÃÌÊÌiÀ½ÃÊvÀViÃÊLi}>]Ê>`Ê>ÃÌi`ÊvÀÊÛiÀÊ>ÊÌ °Ê/ iÊiÜÃÊ
vÕ} ÌÊÜ`ÞÊÜÌ ÊLÌÌiÊÀViÌÃ]ÊÀVÃ]ÊÃÌVÃ]Ê>`ÊÌ iÊviÜÊ}ÕÃÊ`>Ìi`ÊLÞÊÌ iÊ*Ã ÊÕ`iÀ}ÀÕ`°Ê
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`À>}}}Ê}ÃÊL>VÊ>`ÊvÀÌ ÊiÊÀLÌÃ°ÊÌÊÌ iÊÌi]ÊÌ iÞÊ``ÊÌÊÜÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÊÜÀÊÌ iÞÊ``ÊÜ>ÃÊÊ
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Êv`]ÊÌÊiÛiÊvÀÊÌ iÊiÀ>Ã°Ê Õ>Ê >`ÊÌÞ« ÕÃ]Ê>`Ê i>Ê >`ÊVÌÀ>VÌi`ÊÌÞ« `ÊviÛiÀ°Ê >V Ê
Üi} i`Ê>LÕÌÊÃÝÌÞwÊÛiÊ«Õ`Ã°Ê>Þ]ÊÌ iÞÊ i>À`Ê}ÕwÊÀiÊÕÌÃ`iÊÌ iÊV>«°ÊÊiÀV>ÊÃ`iÀÊ
`>Ã i`ÊÌ ÀÕ} ÊÌ iÊ`ÀÜ>ÞÊ>`ÊiÌÊ`ÜÊÌÊÃ«i>ÊÌÊ Õ>°ÊÃÊÃVÊ>ÃÊÌ iÞÊÜiÀi]ÊÌ iÊÃÃÌiÀÃÊVÕ`Ê
>À`ÞÊV«Ài i`ÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÊÜ>ÀÊÜ>ÃÊÛiÀÊ>`ÊÌ iÞÊÜiÀiÊvÀiiÊ>}>°ÊÌÊÜ>ÃÊÌÊÕÌÊÌ iÞÊÜiÀiÊÌ>iÊÌÊ
>Ê Ã«Ì>ÊÌ >ÌÊ i>Ê>`Ê Õ>ÊÜiÀiÊÌ`ÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÀÊiÌÀiÊv>ÞÊ >`ÊLiiÊi`°
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>`ÊÜÌâ°Ê/}iÌ iÀ]ÊÌ iÃiÊV>«ÃÊÜiÀiÊÀiÃ«ÃLiÊvÀÊ>ÊiÃÌ>Ìi`ÊÌÜÊÊ`i>Ì Ã£ä®°Ê
ÕÃV ÜÌâÊÜ>ÃÊ>ÃÊÌÀÕÃÊvÀÊÌÃÊÌÀÌÕÀÕÃÊiÝ«iÀiÌÃÊÊV `Ài°Êi`ÊLÞÊ À°ÊÃiÌÊi}ii]Ê
iÀ>Ê`VÌÀÃÊV`ÕVÌi`ÊiÝ«iÀiÌÃÊÊiÜÃ ÊÌÜÃ]ÊÌÀÞ}ÊÌÊwÊ`Ê}iiÌVÊÃÊÌÊÕÌ«ÞÊÌ iÊ
ÀÞ>ÊÀ>Vi°Êi}iiÊÜÕ`ÊÌ>iÊÌiÀÃÊvÊL`ÊvÀÊÃiÌÃÊvÊÌÜÃÊ>`ÊÌÀ>ÃvÕÃiÊÌÊÌÊiÀ>ÊÜi]Ê
«}ÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÞÊÜÕ`Ê >ÛiÊÕÌ«iÊL>LiÃ°Ê/ ÃiÊÜ Ê``ÊÌÊ`iÊvÀÊÌ iÊÃÕLÃÌ>Ì>ÊL`ÊÃÃÊ
ÜiÀiÊi`ÊÜ iÊi}ii½ÃÊÀiÃÕÌÃÊ«ÀÛi`ÊVVÕÃÛiÊ>`Ê iÊÌÀi`ÊvÊÌ iÊiÝ«iÀiÌÃ°
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wÊ} Ì}Ê iÊyÊi`ÊÌÊÌ iÊÜ`ÃÊ>ÌÊÌ iÊÕÌÃÀÌÃÊvÊ7>ÀÃ>Ü°Ê7>}ÊÌ iÊÌ ÀiiÊ Õ`Ài`ÊiÌiÀÃÊÌÊ
ÕV iÜ>`]Ê >Û`ÊvÕ`Ê ÃÊvÀi`]ÊiÝÊ`LiÀ}°Ê ÕV iÜ>`Ê >`ÊLiiÊLiÀ>Ìi`Ê>`ÊÌ iÊÌÜÊiÊ
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Ì iÞÊÜiÀiÊ>ÀÀi`ÊÊ>Ê`ÕLiÊÜi``}°ÊiÜÃ Ê>}iViÃÊÃ«ÃÀi`ÊÌ iÊÊÌ iÀÊ
ÕÀiÞÊÌÊiÀV>]ÊÜ iÀiÊÌ iÞÊ >ÛiÊÀiLÕÌÊÌ iÀÊv>iÃ°Ê/ iÊVÕ«iÃÊÜÊÀiÃ`iÊÊ
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>ÛiÊLiiÊ>ÃÊvÀÌÕ>ÌiÊ>ÃÊÌ iÃiÊvÕÀÊÜ ÊÃÕÀÛÛi`Ê>`ÊvÕ`ÊÛi°ÊÃÌÊvÊÌ iÊÜiÀiÊ
VÃ`iÀi`ÊÌÊÞÕ}ÊÌÊÜÀÊÊÌ iÊ>LÀÊV>«Ã]Ê>`ÊÜiÀiÊÃiÌÊÌÊºÌ iÊivÌ»ÊÌ iÊ}>ÃÊ
V >LiÀÃ°Ê/ iÀiÊ>ÀiÊVÕÌiÃÃÊ«VÌÕÀiÃÊvÊV `ÀiÊÊÌ iÊ} iÌÌÃ]ÊÌ iÀÊVÌ iÃÊÌÀÊ
>`Ê`ÀÌÞ]Ê Õ``i`ÊVÃiÊÌÊi>V ÊÌ iÀÊÌÊÃÌ>ÞÊÜ>À°Ê"Ì iÀÊ«VÌÕÀiÃÊÃ ÜÊÌ iÊ`i>Ì Ê
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ÌÀ>}VÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÃiÊiÊÊV `ÀiÊÜiÀiÊÕÀ`iÀi`]ÊvÀÊÌÊÃÊÕÜÊÜ >ÌÊÌ iÞÊVÕ`Ê >ÛiÊVÌÀL
ÕÌi`ÊÌÊÌ iÊÜÀ`ÊvÊÌ iÞÊ >`ÊÛi`°
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iÛiÀÊV>ÊvÕÞÊÕ`iÀÃÌ>`Ì iÊ Õ>ÌiÃÊi`ÕÀi`ÊLÞÊÌ iÀÊv>iÃÊ`ÕÀ}ÊÌ iÊ/ À`Ê,iV °
Ê
ÌÊÃÊÌ iÊÀiÃ«ÃLÌÞÊvÊiÛiÀÞiÊÌ`>ÞÊÌÊÀiiLiÀÊÌ iÊÃÝÊ°Ê ÛiÊÌ ÃiÊÜ Ê >ÛiÊÊ
ViVÌÊÌÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌÊÕÃÌÊ«ÀiÃiÀÛiÊÌ iÊÃÌÀiÃÊvÊÌ iÊÛVÌÃ°Ê"iÊvÊÌ iÊLiÃÌÊiÝ>«iÃÊvÊÌ ÃÊ
`i`V>ÌÊÌÊÀiiLÀ>ViÊÃÊÃ ÜÊÊÌ iÊÜÀÊvÊÃVÕ«ÌÀÊiiÌ Ê/ÀiÃÌiÀ°ÊÊ£nx]Ê iÊÕ`iÀÌÊ
Ì iÊ Õ}iÊÌ>ÃÊvÊVÀi>Ì}ÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌÊiÀ>ÊÊ>Ê i>V °ÊÌÃÊvV>Ê«ÌÊÃÊ>Ê}>ÌÊLÀâiÊ
>`]ÊÀi>V }ÊÌÊÌ iÊÃÞ°Ê }}ÊÌÊÌÊ>ÀiÊÀiÊÌ >ÊiÊ Õ`Ài`ÊÃ>iÀÊÃVÕ«ÌÕÀiÃÊÃÞLâ}ÊÌ iÊ
ÃÝÊ°Ê/ iÞÊÀi>V ÊÌÊÌ iÊÃÞÊ>ÃÊÜi]Ê>ÃÊvÊvÀÊÌ iÀÊvÀii`°ÊÀ°Ê/ÀiÃÌiÀÊ >ÃÊÊ«iÀÃ>ÊÊÌÊ
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Ê
º/ iÊÌÌ>ÌÞÊvÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌÊV>ÌÊLiÊ«ÀÌÀ>Þi`ÊÊÃÌiÊ>`ÊLÀâiÊ°Ê°Ê°ÊLÕÌÊÊ >`ÊÌÊÌÀÞ°Ê/ iÊ
ÀV iÃÃÊvÊÌ iÊ ÕÀ«i>ÊiÜÃ ÊVÕÌÕÀi]ÊÜÊÃÌ]ÊV>ÌÊLiÊiÝ«ÀiÃÃi`Ê°Ê°Ê°ÊLÕÌÊÊ >`ÊÌÊÌÀÞ°Ê/ iÊÃiÃiÊ
vÊÃÀÀÜ]Ê«>]Ê>`ÊÃÃÊ>ÌÊÌ iÊÕÀ`iÀÊvÊÛiÀÊiÊÊV `ÀiÊV>ÌÊLiÊÃVÕ«Ìi`Ê°Ê°Ê°ÊLÕÌÊÊ >`ÊÌÊ
ÌÀÞ°Ê-ÝÊÊÕiÌÃÊvÊ«Ài>ÌÕÀiÊ`i>Ì ÊV>ÌÊLiÊÕ`iÀÃÌ`Ê°Ê°Ê°ÊLÕÌÊÜiÊ>ÊÕÃÌÊÌÀÞ°»
iiÌ Ê/ÀiÃÌiÀ]Ê£ä®°
ÊÊ
ÊÌ ÃÊÀiÃ«iVÌ]Ê>ÊvÊÕÃiÜÃ ÊÀÊÌ>ÀiÊV `ÀiÊvÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌ]ÊvÀÊÜiÊÕÃÌÊ>Ü>ÞÃÊÀii
LiÀ°Ê"iÊÊV `ÀiÊÊi>ÛiÊÃiÊ`ÜÊÊÕÃÊi>V ÊÌiÊÜiÊÌiÊÌ iÀÊÃÌÀiÃ°
This essay by Robyn Blank won the 1997 Grand Prize in Holland and Knight’s Holocaust Remembrance Project Essay Contest. It is a factual account of the experiences of two sisters and two
best friends who endured through the concentration and work camps of the Holocaust. The four
survivors are the grandparents,great aunt, and great uncle of the author.
Robyn is a 1999 graduate of Leon High School. She received her bachelor’s degree in psychology
from Emory University in 2003 and her Juris Doctor from Florida State University School of Law in
2006. She is a member of the Florida Bar and employed as a
staff attorney by the Second Judicial Circuit of Florida.
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V>ÕÃÌÊ,>V>ÀÊÃÊÜÊÊ-ÕÌ ÊÀ`>
4HE (OLOCAUST RAIL CAR FROM 0OLAND IS OF THE TYPE USED BY THE .AZIS DURING
THE (OLOCAUST TO TRANSPORT MILLIONS OF *EWS TO CONCENTRATION CAMPS AND THEIR
UNTIMELY DEATHS 4HE RAIL CAR DESTINED TO BECOME A VITAL PART OF THE EDUCATION
EXPERIENCE AT THE lRST 3OUTH &LORIDA (OLOCAUST -USEUM SCHEDULED TO OPEN
IN &ALL  AT  (ARRISON 3TREET (OLLYWOOD &LORIDA WILL BE PERMANENTLY
INSTALLED ON hDEAD TRACKSv AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 3OUTH ST !VENUE AND
(ARRISON 3TREET JUST  BLOCK FROM THE NEW MUSEUM
4HE RAIL IS A POWERFUL VISUAL TOOL IN THE #ENTERS MISSION TO DEMONSTRATE THE LOSS
OF DIGNITY AND FREEDOM DURING THE REIGN OF THE .AZI REGIME 4HE CAR WILL REMAIN
IN ITS hWAR TRANSPORTATIONv STATE AND WILL RECEIVE ONLY MINOR TREATMENTS FOR
PRESERVATION AND VISITOR SAFETY
&EW OF THESE RAIL CARS HAVE SURVIVED /THER SIMILAR RAIL CARS MAY BE FOUND AT THE
5NITED 3TATES (OLOCAUST -EMORIAL -USEUM IN 7ASHINGTON $# IN MUSEUMS IN
$ALLAS (OUSTON #HICAGO AND IN 7HITWELL 4ENNESSEE AS WELL AS IN 9AD 6ASHEM
)SRAELS .ATIONAL -USEUM
&OR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE RAIL CAR PLEASE CONTACT 2OSITTA % +ENIGSBERG AT
   OR EMAIL ROSITTA HDECORG OR VISIT WWWHDECORG 

#ITY OF (OLLYWOOD -AYOR -ARA 'IULIANTI PICTURED AT THE LEFT
WITH ($%# %XECUTIVE 60 2OSITTA +ENIGSBERG WAS ON HAND FOR
THE  UNVEILING

-IAMI (OLOCAUST -EMORIAL
/ iÊV>ÕÃÌÊiÀ>ÊvÊ>Ê i>V ÊÃÊV>Ìi`Ê>ÌÊ
£ÎÎ£{xÊiÀ`>ÊÛiÕi]Ê>Ê i>V ]ÊÊÎÎ£ÎÊ>`Ê
ÃÊ`i`V>Ìi`ÊÌÊÌ iÊÈÊÊ6VÌÃÊvÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌ°Ê
ÌÊÜ>ÃÊVÃÃi`ÊÊ£nxÊ>`ÊiÝiVÕÌi`ÊLÞÊiiÌ Ê
/ÀiÃÌiÀ]ÊÃVÕ«ÌÀ]ÊÜ Ê >ÃÊ`iÃVÀLi`Ê ÃÊÌiÌÊ>Ã\Êº>Ê
>À}iÊiÛÀiÌ>ÊÃVÕ«ÌÕÀi°°°>ÊÃiÀiÃÊvÊÕÌ`ÀÊ
Ã«>ViÃÊÊÜ V ÊÌ iÊÛÃÌÀÊÃÊi`ÊÌ ÀÕ} Ê>Ê«ÀViÃÃÊ
vÊÛÃÕ>]Ê ÃÌÀV>Ê>`ÊiÌ>ÊiÝ«iÀiViÃÊÜÌ Ê
Ì iÊ «iÊÌ >ÌÊÌ iÊÌÌ>ÌÞÊvÊÌ iÊÛÃÌÊÜÊiÝ«ÀiÃÃ]ÊÊ
ÃiÊÃ>ÊÜ>Þ]ÊÌ iÊÀi>ÌÞÊvÊÌ iÊV>ÕÃÌ°»Ê/ iÊ
`>ÌÊ>}iÊÃÊÌ iÊ>À}i]Ê{ÓÊvÌÊ } ÊLÀâiÊ >`]Ê
/ iÊ-VÕ«ÌÕÀiÊvÊÛiÊ>`Ê}ÕÃ ]»ÊÜ V ÊVÕ`iÃÊ
>ÊÕÃV ÜÌâÊÕLiÀÊÊÌ iÊvÀi>ÀÊ>`Ê£ÎäÊ Õ>Ê
wÊ}ÕÀiÃÊV>ÃÌÊÊLÀâiÊÊÛ>ÀÕÃÊvÀÃÊvÊ>}ÕÃ °



At least 6 million Jews (1.5 million
of which were infants & children)
died during the Nazi atrocities at
the death camps…

Never Forget!

(OLOCAUST )NSURANCE %RA #LAIMS 2ECOVERED
"Y !LEX 3INK
&LORIDA #HIEF &INANCIAL /FFICER
For sixty years following the end of
World War II, thousands of Holocaust
Era insurance policies had gone unpaid
or unclaimed. Parents had purchased
life insurance, dowry insurance for
their daughters, and other annuities to
secure their families financial future.
After the victims of Nazi persecution
were deported to concentration camps,
they were no longer able to pay their
premiums and keep their insurance
policies current.

Shortly after Florida had started their Holocaust assistance
program, in August of 1998, the insurance regulators from Florida,
New York, and California, together with European companies
and Holocaust survivor representatives from around the world,
established the International Commission on Holocaust Era
Insurance Claims, (ICHEIC). Members of ICHEIC worked together
to establish processes to locate claimants and identify unpaid
Holocaust era policies, and created a series of rules and guidelines
to ensure that claims were settled fairly. Florida’s Insurance
Commissioner participated on several committees to create this
process, including the Executive Oversight Committee, and
Operations Committee.

After the war, when Holocaust survivors
or their children tried to collect the
money due on these policies, they
were given many excuses why the insurance company did not
need to honor their commitment and pay out the value on these
policies. Reasons for rejecting the validity of the policies included
the surviving heir not being able to produce a death certificate for
the policyholder (such documents were not available for Hitler’s
victims), or the company would reject payout because the premiums
stopped being paid when the victim was deported (and could no
longer earn wages or pay bills), or the insurance company might
contend that it was not their responsibility to pay because the
insurance company had become Nationalized by the government.
All different excuses, which presented the same result…the proceeds
of those prewar policies were not paid to the rightful owners.

As Chief Financial Officer, I oversee the Department of Financial
Services. Since the “Holocaust Victims Insurance Act” of 1998,
the Department has monitored European insurance companies
conducting business in Florida to assure that Holocaust era
insurance claims are being handled fairly and equitably. In addition
to monitoring the claims-paying practices of insurance companies
in Florida, the Department of Financial Services has participated
in on-site audits of the insurance company files to ensure that all
agreed-upon procedures for payment of Holocaust insurance claims
are being implemented. Through our participation and leadership
in this process of creating claims-paying standards and procedures,
and monitoring claims payment, Florida Holocaust survivors have
received offers on their insurance claims totaling $8.9 million.
Additionally, more than 1,400 Floridians received humanitarian
payments of $1,000, totaling $1,400,000 million.

In May of 1998, the Florida Department of Financial Services
worked with members of the Florida Legislature to enact the
“Holocaust Victims Insurance Act.” The Act, which was passed
unanimously, provides several forms of relief for Holocaust victims.
For example, the Department of Financial Services created an
outreach program to assist Florida survivors in filing claims to
pursue unpaid insurance policies. Group meetings and one-onone assistance was provided in many different cities in Florida to
provide help to survivors in filling out insurance claim forms. As a
result of the outreach efforts of the Florida Department of Financial
Services, over 5,177 claims were forwarded to European Insurance
companies for payment.

As a result of the ICHEIC process worldwide, over $306 million
dollars has been awarded on more than 48,000 insurance policies
to Holocaust survivors. In addition, $132 million dollars has been
allocated to social welfare programs to assist Holocaust survivors
with healthcare needs and home-care services. Together with
the direct service programs, 20 % of all Humanitarian funds
were allocated to educational efforts to ensure that the stories of
claimants and their efforts to seek restitution will endure.
As Chief Financial Officer, I am committed to continuing the effort
to ensure Florida Holocaust survivors get the financial restitution
that they deserve, and that Holocaust educational efforts continue.
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"1GJMFQIPUPT

'SPNUIFBTIFTPGFWJM
SJTFIFSPFTBOEIPQF

&WFSZEBZIFSPFTQIPUPT GSPNMFGUUPSJHIU.PIBOEBi.BIBUNBw(BOEIJ 3PTB1BSLT .JLIBJM(PSCBDIFW %BMBJ-BNB .PUIFS5FSFTB BOE.BSUJO-VUIFS,JOH+S

3FTFBSDIBDUJWJUJFT
'JOEPVUNPSFBCPVUUIFSFTDVFST
Genocide presents a perfect example of man’s inhumanity to man. It
also presents the opportunity to see humanity shine through the evil.
Ervin Staub, the author of 4HE 0SYCHOLOGY OF 'OOD AND %VIL, wrote,
“Goodness, like evil, often begins in small steps. Heroes evolve; they
aren’t born.”
“Although rescuers represented only a very small number of people
in Nazi-occupied Europe, they could be found everywhere,” according

(E &ENGSHAN, Chinese consul
,UIZ -ARTINS DE 3OUZA $ANTAS, Brazilian
2AOUL 7ALLENBERG, Swedish diplomat
0ER !NGER, Swedish diplomat
&OLKE "ERNADOTTE, Swedish diplomat
0AUL 'RUENINGER, Swiss commander of police
*AN +ARSKI, Polish emissary
:OFIA +OSSAK 3ZCZUCKA, Polish founder
of Zegota
/SKAR 3CHINDLER, German businessman
!LBERT 'ÚRING, German businessman
"ERNHARD ,ICHTENBERG, German Catholic
priest

There were many people who sacrificed their personal freedom and
comfort to help the victims of the Holocaust. Research one of these
rescuers in your local library or school media center:

0AUL 6 -C.UTT, United States high
commissioner of the Philippines

&RANK &OLEY, British MI6 agent undercover
as a passport officer in Berlin

!RISTIDES 3OUSA -ENDES, Portuguese diplomat
in Bordeaux

3IR .ICHOLAS 7INTON, British stockbroker

'IOVANNI 0ALATUCCI, Italian police official
'IORGIO 0ERLASCA, Italian acting as the Spanish
consul in Hungary
4RAIAN 0OPOVICI, Romanian mayor of Cernauti
)RENA 3ENDLEROWA Polish head of Zegota
children’s department

+ARL 0LAGGE, major in the German Army
7ITOLD 0ILECKI member of Armia Krajowa
!RCHBISHOP $AMASKINOS, archbishop of
Athens during the German occupation
*AN :WARTENDIJK, director of the Lithuanian
operations of Philips

(ENRYK 3LAWIK, Polish diplomat

#ORRIE TEN "OOM, survived imprisonment
for hiding Jews

#HIUNE 3UGIHARA, Japanese consul to Lithuania

&ATHER "RUNO, Benedictine monk

!NDRE 4ROCME AND -AGDA 4ROCME, French
pastor and his wife

&ATHER *ACQUES DE *ÏSUS Carmelite friar

#ARL ,UTZ, Swiss consul in Budapest

'JOEPVUNPSFBCPVUIVNBOJUBSJBOT
According to Factmonster.com, a humanitarian is a “person
actively engaged in promoting human welfare and social reforms,
as a philanthropist, or a person who professes ethical or theological
humanitarianism.” In your local library or school media center, with



to the Anti-Defamation League Web site. “Most countries had special
sections of their underground resistance movements devoted to saving
Jewish children. But, most often, those who helped acted as individuals.
Ordinary people risked horrifying punishment and the safety of their
families to rescue Jewish children. Whatever their reasons for helping
– out of friendship, religious conviction, patriotism or for money – they
risked execution or deportation to a concentration camp for doing so.”

*OSEPH !NDRÏ, Belgian priest

a partner, research rescuers and humanitarians who have made a
difference in other genocides. Make a chart
with the names and actions of the individuals
you find. Share your information with
your class.

By Pastor Martin Niemoller

States turned away thousands of
Jewish refugees, fearful of becoming
involved in the conflict,” according
to the Florida Holocaust Museum.

Eight days before the ship sailed,
Cuban President Federico Laredo
Bru issued an order invalidating all
landing certificates.

&IRST THEY CAME FOR THE #OMMUNISTS
AND ) DID NOT SPEAK OUT
BECAUSE ) WAS NOT A #OMMUNIST

The world has responded the
same way to the crises in Armenia,
Ukraine, Cambodia, Yugoslavia and
Central Africa.

4HEN THEY CAME FOR THE 3OCIALISTS
AND ) DID NOT SPEAK OUT
BECAUSE ) WAS NOT A 3OCIALIST

The most notable example of
the politics of silence involved the
journey of a cruise shipped called
the 3T ,OUIS.

Turned away, the ship eventually
headed north toward Miami, and
when the city lights came into view,
passengers’ hope for a sympathetic
reception in the United States rose.
The hope was shortlived, however,
as U.S. Coast Guard ships met the
3T ,OUIS and ordered it to leave,
with the United States citing an
outdated quota system for accepting
immigrants as the reason. The
ocean liner was forced to head back
to Europe.

&IRST 4HEY #AME FOR THE *EWS

4HEN THEY CAME FOR THE TRADE
UNIONISTS
AND ) DID NOT SPEAK OUT
BECAUSE ) WAS NOT A TRADE UNIONIST
4HEN THEY CAME FOR THE *EWS
AND ) DID NOT SPEAK OUT
BECAUSE ) WAS NOT A *EW
4HEN THEY CAME FOR ME AND THERE
WAS NO ONE LEFT TO SPEAK FOR ME
The world responded to the
Nazis’ programs as Hitler hoped
would they would: by doing nothing.
“No nation cared about the fate of
Europe’s Jews. Even the United

On May 13, 1939, approximately
937 people, fleeing from the
Third Reich, boarded the German
transatlantic liner 3T ,OUIS. The
majority of the passengers were
Jewish. The ship was bound
for Havana, Cuba. According to
the United Holocaust Memorial
Museum (USHMM), “The majority
of the Jewish passengers had
applied for U.S. visas, and had
planned to stay in Cuba only until
they could enter the United States.
Unbeknownst to the passengers, the
owners of the ship knew even before
the ship sailed that its passengers
might not be able to enter Cuba.

boarded the 3T ,OUIS and who
survived imprisonment at Terezin,
decades later moved to Sand
Key in Clearwater. In 2001, she
remembered the journey and talked
to the 3T 0ETERSBURG 4IMES about its
ultimate meaning. For her, despite
the heartache of the voyage, the sea
was a sign of freedom.
“I think I must be the luckiest
person alive,’’ she said, pointing
to the timeless flow of the Gulf of
Mexico outside her home. “Because
I’m here. I made it.”
4PVSDF6OJUFE4UBUFT)PMPDBVTU.FNPSJBM
.VTFVNBOE-Ì°Ê*iÌiÀÃLÕÀ}Ê/iÃBSDIJWFT

According to the Jewish Virtual
Library, there were some countries
that would take portions of the
refugees: 181 could go to Holland,
224 to France, 228 to Great Britain
and 214 to Belgium.

5JNFTQIPUP 

5IFQPMJUJDTPGTJMFODF

The remaining passengers
were returned to Europe to await
their fates in concentration and
extermination camps.
Hilda Stern, who was a
teenager when her family

)JMEB4UFSO BTVSWJWPSPGUIFKPVSOFZ
PGUIF4U-PVJTBOEB)PMPDBVTU
TVSWJWPS PO$MFBSXBUFS#FBDI
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#OMMUNITY AWARENESS

%VERYDAY HEROES

"VUIPS$ZOUIJB0[JDLXSPUF i*OEJGGFSFODFJTOPU
TPNVDIBHFTUVSFPGMPPLJOHBXBZoPGDIPPTJOH
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At least
6 million Jews
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(1.5 million
of which were
infants &
children) and
2 million other
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people died
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during the Nazi
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If understanding
is impossible,
knowing is
imperative,
because what
happened could
happen again.
Consciences can
be seduced and
obscured again
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.#*7 )NTRODUCES
(OLOCAUST %DUCATION
(OLOCAUST SURVIVOR AND .OBEL 0RIZE WINNER %LIE 7EISEL SAID h4O SPEAK
ABOUT THE (OLOCAUST IS IMPOSSIBLE 4O BE SILENT IS FORBIDDENv /NE DAY
THERE WILL BE NO SURVIVORS TO SPEAK ABOUT THE (OLOCAUST 4HAT TASK WILL
BE LEFT TO THE GENERATIONS THAT FOLLOW
(OLOCAUST EDUCATION IS MANDATORY IN ELEMENTARY
MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL "UT THIS YEAR FOR THE FIRST
TIME STUDENTS HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS WHAT
THEY LEARNED IN THE CLASSROOM AND COMPETE FOR CASH
AND OTHER PRIZES IN A WRITING CONTEST 4HREE HUNDRED
SEVEN STUDENTS SUBMITTED ESSAYS IN THE FIRST ANNUAL
(OLOCAUST %SSAY #ONTEST SPONSORED BY THE .ATIONAL
#OUNCIL OF *EWISH 7OMEN 4ALLAHASSEE 3ECTION AND
THE &LORIDA #OMMISSION ON (UMAN 2ELATIONS 4HEIR
ASSIGNMENT WAS TO DISCUSS THE RESULTS OF HATRED AND
PREJUDICE DURING THE (OLOCAUST AND THE LESSONS THEY
LEARNED ABOUT TOLERANCE AND RESPECT FOR OTHERS 4HE
ESSAYS FEATURED ON PAGES  AND  WERE THOUGHTFUL
SERIOUS PERSONAL AND IMPRESSIVE
/UR GROUP WAS HONORED TO HAVE GUEST SURVIVORS 4ONI 2INDE AND ,ISL
3CHICK FROM #LEARWATER AND 3AM 3TERN FROM "OSTON PRESENT AWARDS
AT THE CEREMONY 4HEY ALSO MADE A TREMENDOUS IMPACT SHARING THEIR
PERSONAL STORIES WITH STUDENTS IN SIX SCHOOLS THE FOLLOWING DAY
)N OUR EYES ALL  ESSAY WRITERS ARE WINNERS AND SHOULD BE
CONGRATULATED 7E ALSO WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE PARENTS TEACHERS
JUDGES THE ,EON #OUNTY 3CHOOL "OARD AND OUR SPONSORS AND PARTNERS
WHO HELPED MAKE THE  (OLOCAUST %SSAY #ONTEST SUCH A HUGE
SUCCESS 7HEN WE LEARN ABOUT TOLERANCE AND RESPECT WE ALL WIN
"!2"!2! '/,$34%).
2)4! ",!.+
#O #HAIR .#*7 (OLOCAUST %SSAY #ONTEST

0!5,! 3!5.$%23
#HAIR OF *UDGING #OMMITTEE

h,EARNING FROM -EMORIES
OF (ISTORYv
4HE .ATIONAL #OUNCIL OF *EWISH 7OMEN .#*7 4ALLAHASSEE
3ECTION CREATED h,EARNING FROM -EMORIES OF (ISTORYv TO FOCUS ON
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE VALUE OF EACH INDIVIDUAL LIFE
AND THE HUMAN DIGNITY OF ALL PEOPLE )T IS OUR HOPE
THROUGH THIS PROGRAM TO DETER FUTURE GENOCIDE AND TO
FOSTER A PEACEFUL WORLD BASED ON TOLERANCE UNITY AND
FREEDOM 4HE GOAL IS TO ASSIST EDUCATORS IN MEETING
THE &LORIDA MANDATE FOR (OLOCAUST EDUCATION AND
TEACHING TOLERANCE
4HIS 0ROGRAM WAS FOUNDED ON THE PRINCIPLES THAT
WE HAVE AN OBLIGATION TO PRESERVE THE MEMORIES
OF THE VICTIMS OF THE (OLOCAUST AND TO EDUCATE
STUDENTS ABOUT THE EVILS THAT LED TO SUCH MASSIVE
HUMAN DESTRUCTION /N A CONTINUAL BASIS .#*7
PLANS TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE AND ADVICE TO THE
TEACHING COMMUNITY AS WELL AS PROVIDE MATERIALS AND
RESOURCES TO CREATE QUALITY CLASSROOM EXPERIENCES
7E HOPE EACH NEW GENERATION OF STUDENTS WILL BENEFIT FROM h,EARNING
FROM -EMORIES OF (ISTORYv 4HE SUCCESS OF THIS PROGRAM WILL BE
MEASURED BY THESE STUDENTS REMEMBERING AND HONORING THOSE LOST IN
THE (OLOCAUST AND PREVENTING SUCH ATROCITIES IN THE FUTURE
4O ASSIST WITH THIS PROGRAM PLEASE CONTACT
"ARBARA 'OLDSTEIN
 
HOLOCAUSTEDUCATIONTALLAHASSEE YAHOOCOM
2ITA "LANK
 
RITAMB COMCASTNET
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-ANS HUMANITY TO MAN
(FOPDJEFQSFTFOUTBQFSGFDUFYBNQMFPG
NBOTJOIVNBOJUZUPNBO*UBMTPQSFTFOUTUIF
PQQPSUVOJUZUPTFFIVNBOJUZTIJOFUISPVHI
UIFFWJM5ISPVHIPVU8PSME8BS** DJUJ[FOT
PG&VSPQFSFTDVFE+FXTBOEPUIFSTGSPN
/B[JQFSTFDVUJPO*O4XFEFO EJQMPNBU3BPVM
8BMMFOCFSHMFEBOFGGPSUUIBUTBWFEUIPVTBOET
PG)VOHBSJBO+FXT6OEFSHSPVOEFGGPSUT

MFENBOZ+FXTUPTBGFUZ BOEDPVOUMFTT
JOEJWJEVBMTQSPUFDUFE+FXTJOIJEJOH*OUIF
XBSUPSOSFHJPOPG%BSGVS IVNBOJUBSJBOTTVDI
BTBDUPS"OHFMJOB+PMJFIBWFSJTLFEUIFJSMJWFT
UPIFMQJOOPDFOUDIJMESFOEZJOHPGTUBSWBUJPO
-PPLJOUIF/>> >ÃÃiiÊ iVÀ>ÌUPGJOEBO
BSUJDMFBCPVUBIVNBOJUBSJBOPSNPEFSOIFSP
3FBEUIFBSUJDMF5IJOLBCPVUUIFNBJOJEFBT

BOEQPJOUTJOUIFBSUJDMF&YQMBJO JOBXFMM
EFWFMPQFEQBSBHSBQI UIFNBJOJEFBTPGUIF
BSUJDMF#FTVSFUPJODMVEFUIFRVBMJUJFTUIBU
NBLFUIFQFSTPOBIVNBOJUBSJBOPSIFSP
4IBSFUIFJOGPSNBUJPOXJUIZPVSDMBTT
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"" 1-/Ê/   Ê/,1 The NCJW/Holocaust
Education Program has
developed two trunks of
Holocaust education
materials:
one appropriate for middle
schools and the other for
high schools. Each trunk
contains maps, reference
materials, classroom sets
of books, videos, DVDs, historical ﬁction books and nonﬁction memoirs, and diaries. Teacher guides are included when
available. For more information about borrowing the trunks
contact: Barbara Goldstein, 443-9649 or Rita Blank ,
386-8575.holocaustededucationtallahassee@yahoo.com
Generously donated by Ron Sachs Communication and
Rita and Phil Blank

